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Executive Summary

The aim of the ECLAP project is to create a considerable online archive for all the performing arts in
Europe, which will also become searchable in Europeana. ECLAP is a best practice network, and develops
best practise guidelines covering key areas of making digitised performing arts accessible, such as metadata
and content modelling, content enrichment, IPR issues and management, and tools for education and leisure
use. This will result in cultural enrichment and promotion of European culture, and in improvements in
learning and research in the field of performing arts. This deliverable is an updated version of DE2.1.1 Use
Cases and User requirements. It demonstrates what has been made accessible in terms of functionality in the
present version of ECLAP and what other use cases could be added.

1.1

Methodology

The first requirements deliverable of ECLAP contained a set of generic requirements, based for a large part
on desk research and case studies of other websites. The main aim of this deliverable is to develop more
specific requirements for the ECLAP portal based on the wishes of the project’s target users involved in
performing arts. This deliverable has incorporated various methodologies in order to refine the existing use
cases and user requirements. Surveys were held among various ECLAP target users within the scope of
DE6.2.1 ECLAP Specific Services for the Educational market and the Leisure & Entertainment market and
WP6 ECLAP Running Solution and Optimization.. First of all, a general survey for all target users was
developed to evaluate the current version of the portal and find out how to improve it and gather new
requirements that can be implemented in new portal developments. Usability tests were held to validate the
current state of the portal and to determine the most important improvements that need to be made. Other
synergies were created with all contributors of WP6 and in particular with deliverable DE6.2.1, since these
outcomes provide valuable input for determining use cases and user requirements. For DE6.2.1, a specific
survey was developed for those involved in performing arts education as a teacher, researcher or student.
This questionnaire was specifically aimed at identifying needs, interests and use of digital heritage in
Performing Arts education. Furthermore, interviews were held with experts from the fields of digital
heritage, education and performing arts in order to gather qualitative input on requirements and services for
both DE6.2.1 and this deliverable. ECLAP partners were also asked to provide input on the current version
of the portal and to indicate which new requirements they had for future development via de the ECLAP
mailing list. This input was summarised and discussed during the plenary meeting that took place in Rome in
October 2011. Special attention has been given to refining the ECLAP taxonomy in this deliverable, since
the clustering of content and making the vast amount of content on ECLAP easy to search and browse is
highly important. In order to do so, a lot of desk research was performed and expert consultation was sought
to validate the restructured and refined taxonomy. 1

1.2

Target users

In the first year of the project, the most important target users of ECLAP were determined and clustered in
three macro categories: Education & Research, Leisure & Entertainment and Cultural heritage professionals.
Parallel to this process, a User Group of experts were set up who test and validate the outcomes of the
ECLAP project. These user groups consist of various target users of ECLAP. A mapping was made of the
experts involved in the User Groups to the existing definitions of the target users to establish whether these
needed to be updated, refined and supplemented. Furthermore, it was decided to focus mainly on the macro
category Education & Research for this deliverable, since this is group that is most likely to be heavy users
of the portal and its content. Also, educators, researchers and students have very specific needs (which is
addressed in detail in DE6.2.1), which serve as an important basis for formulating specific requirements.

1.3

Use cases and user requirements – main results

The main results that can be taken from the surveys, usability tests, expert interviews and desk research are:
- Contextualisation and clustering (a form of aggregation) of content is hugely important to users.
Although they want to have access to as much content as possible, they also want to be guided
1

All outcomes of the surveys and usability tests can be found in DE6.2.1.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

through the various collections on ECLAP and learn about the connections there are between them.
To this end, users want virtual exhibitions curated by partners, rich metadata and a taxonomy that
allows faceted search.
Customization: Users want to be able to pick and choose functionalities. Some really love keyword
and query clouds, others merely consider them clutter and want to be able to remove them from the
website’s interface.
Geographical breath of content: In general, most users are interested in comparing performing arts
resources from different countries. They want to search for content from a specific performing arts
discipline, but they want the content to be either transnational, European or even global (60%).
Linking from inside to outside: a recommendation from DE5.2.1 ECLAP Best Practices from
Working Groups deliverable (Santucci et al. 2011) was for performing arts institutions and
performing arts project to make their data and content as openly available as possible. The experts
that were interviewed confirmed this and specifically requested to create an API to make the rich
collections of ECLAP available for re-use.
Linking from outside to inside: Conversely, users would love to be able to use plugins, tools and data
from external sources in ECLAP. They want to be able to export digital objects in ECLAP as
bibliographic records through tools like Zotero2, they want to see recommended external sources
such as Wikipedia articles based on content they are interested in, and they want to see if there are
current events taking place that are related to the content in ECLAP. It remains to be seen if these
specific requirements can be technically fulfilled, but it definitely points toward still-growing online
trend of linking data sources together.
Multilinguality: Many users consider their English language reading skills to be quite good (39%) or
very good (36%). Still, the ones that think they have moderate (19%), quite poor (3%) or even very
poor (3%) English language reading skills would very much like to see at least some portal elements
(buttons, explanatory texts) and metadata in their native tongue. Therefore, it is important to correct
the automatic translations currently available on the portal, since they are often not comprehensive
and incorrect.
Separating content clearly: Items provided by content partners should be located in a specific part of
the portal and separated from the technical documents and other project deliverables. Furthermore,
the classification related to content should be divided from the classification related to technical
documents and internal project documents. Users indicate that they like ECLAP because it offers
content they can trust from well-known performing arts institutions.
Users want to be able to separate user generated content contributed by non-ECLAP partners to be
clearly marked and should be filtered out from ECLAP partner content if users want to. This allows
users to add their own content to ECLAP and to interact with others in the performing arts field, but
also ensures that people can look for content that has been curated by ECLAP institutions, since this
is what users indicate they typically trust the most. This comment is hypothetical, since at the
moment of the review, the ECLAP portal ONLY offered content provided by partners.
Types of digital objects: although users want to be able to dive into the rich collection and find
specific content that satisfies their current research question or area of interest, they typically use
various digital object types (video, images, text, audio) in order to do so. That being said, users are
most enthusiastic about the video content on ECLAP, since videos about performing arts are not
easy to find online.

Not all cases and requirements described in this deliverable will be fulfilled, since the remaining
development time is not endless. Decisions on which features will be implemented are based on:
- the relevance of the feature with respect to the satisfactory of the ECLAP project goals;
- the features that are most requested as a result of the user studies;
- the current user behavior analysis and statistics of the portal as performed in WP6;
- the complexity of the features;
- the impact of the feature on the sustainability of the portal.
2

Zotero is a tool to collect references, which can export a bibliographic reference from a browser link via the Zotero
API.
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1.4

Future work

In 2012, more user studies will be done to assess, optimize and validate the new version of the portal, based
on this requirements deliverable within the scope of Work Package 6. Although the focus of this deliverable
lies on gathering requirements, not on evaluating the current state of the portal, some work has already been
done to provide input for the WP6 activities. The most salient recommendation coming from this work is that
the usability and look and feel of the portal still needs to be improved, and that a solid interaction design and
interface redesign is needed. ‘Attractive look and feel’, ‘keep it simple’, ‘intuitive’ and ‘clean’ are the key
recommendations by the current users of the portal, and the basic elements they see are vital attracting a
broad and enthusiastic user base. This would be grounded on the user behaviour analysis performed in the
WP6 with data analysis and questionnaires.

2 Introduction
The following acronyms are used in this deliverable:
Acronym name
Explanation
DE (Deliverable)
The acronym DE stands for deliverables, the reports and objects
that will be produced during the ECLAP project.
M (Project month)
The ECLAP project started in July 2010 (M1) and will finish in
June 2013 (M30). In this deliverable, the project months are
specified in which certain tasks and deliverables will be completed.
For instance, this deliverable was due in December 2011, this is
M18 of the ECLAP project.
WP (Work package)
ECLAP consists of seven Work packages, in which the various
partners carry out specific tasks.

2.1

The ECLAP project

The aim of the ECLAP (European Collected Library of Artistic Performance) project is to create a
considerable online archive for all the performing arts in Europe, which will also become searchable in
Europeana. ECLAP is creating a best practice network, and is going to develop best practise guidelines
covering key areas of making digitised performing arts accessible, such as metadata and content modelling,
mapping of metadata standards, semantic enrichment, IPR issues and management, business models,
ingestion and integration of end-user contributions, education and leisure tools, and digital libraries tools.
This will result in cultural enrichment and promotion of European culture, and in improvements in learning
and research in the field of performing arts. The list of ECLAP partners is subjected to change since every
month additional affiliated partners are added.3

2.2

Scope and aim of this deliverable

The scope and aim of this deliverable is two-fold, since it deals with:
 Refinement of the requirements for the ECLAP services4 that can be used by various end target users
to browse, search, view and interact with the materials and also to provide content for the ingestion.
The first requirements deliverable focussed on formulating generic use cases and derive user
requirements from this that were of interest to all target users of ECLAP. The focus of this updated
version of the deliverable lies on cases which are specifically aimed at the various ECLAP target
users based on research and user studies held to extract these specific cases.
 Providing recommendations for the further validation of the ECLAP portal within the scope of WP6.
The user requirements and use cases presented in DE2.1.1 were set up generally and served as a basis on
which the first version of the ECLAP portal was developed. This updated version of the requirements
deliverable also contains more specific requirements based on the needs of various target users.
3
4

The current list is available on the ECLAP portal: http://www.eclap.eu/drupal/?q=en-US/node/3578
http://www.eclap.eu
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Outside of the aim and scope of this deliverable are the following aspects, which are part of other Work
Packages and deliverables:
-

-

-

-

2.3

Functional specifications of how the system will work; these will be further developed in WP3:
ECLAP Infrastructure and Interoperability. Furthermore, there is already an extensive scalable backend (AXMEDIS5) that has been developed by technical partner and project coordinator DSI in the
past and which is continuously adapted to the wishes of the content partners. Furthermore, The backend requirements are described in detail in:
- DE3.1 – Infrastructure: Ingestion and Processing Content and Metadata, M7
- DE3.2 – Accessibility and Multilingual Support for ECLAP Solution, M12
- DE3.3.1 – Infrastructure: Content and Metadata Processing and Semantification, M18
- DE3.4.1 – Infrastructure: Integration with Europeana and Multilingual Support, M18
A complete set of user studies. Although a survey was conducted, usability tests were held with the
most important target users of ECLAP and interviews were held with domain experts, the remainder
of user studies (focus groups, updated survey) fall under the responsibility of WP6. These user
studies will be conducted in the first quarter of 2012 and serve as input for DE6.1.2 Early Validation
and Service Optimisation (M22).
Specifying and evaluating the look and feel of the portal. This falls within the responsibilities of
WP3 and WP6 for specific scopes and tuning of the portal services.
Formulating specific requirements for mobile devices. The development of the Content Organizer
for iPhone/iPad, iOS and Windows Phone 7 and Android currently available is in the hands of DSI
and has not been included in the requirements evaluation (see also WP3 and WP6, DE6.2.1 ECLAP
Specific Services). However, development will continue during the ECLAP project if needed.
User metric analysis. The first steps in doing so have been done in the scope of DE6.2.1 and have
been incorporated in this deliverable, and will be expanded as part of the WP6 activities.

Outline of the deliverable

This deliverable is organised as follows: in the next section the methodology is described that was used in
order to write the use cases and user requirements, and how they were collected and analysed. The target
users of ECLAP are described in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to the detailed description of the use cases,
and section 6 contains the structured list of the updated user requirements. The future work and roadmap for
the further development for use cases and user requirements is discussed in Section 7. A glossary of the most
important terms used in this deliverable can be found in Section 9. There are several relevant sources that
complement the deliverable:
- Annex I – Plenary meeting (this deliverable, p. 113)
- The general survey, usability tests, expert interviews and educational survey can be found in DE6.2.1
ECLAP Specific Services, since they were held within the scope of WP6 and served as important input for
that deliverable as well as this one.

3

Methodology

There are various, supplementary ways in which the updated use cases and user requirements have been
determined: by doing desk research, holding surveys among content partners and target users, analysing
users metrics and performing interviews with experts. Furthermore, templates were developed that allowed
us to structure the description of the use cases and the user requirements.

5

http://www.axmedis.org/
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3.1

Use cases and user requirements

The use case and user requirements templates were developed first, in order to have a framework that all the
partners could work with. Also, it had to be established how we would implement and define non-functional
requirements and digital object requirements.
3.1.1 Use cases
A use case template was developed for DE2.1.1 based on existing literature and examples. Since this
requirements deliverable is more focussed on specific use cases, the choice was made to write them from the
perspective of a persona that executes a specific scenario on the ECLAP portal. Personas are fictional
characters that exemplify end-users. As such these personas are a way to make explicit engrained knowledge
about (types of) users in the field of performance art, their challenges and actions within this field and how
they deal with information technology. Although none of these personas exist in reality they form
nevertheless amalgams of character traits, situations and problems that are based on very real experiences
and persons and in that respect they can serve as a ‘mirror’ of the field. (MINERVA 2008, Edson et al. 2011)
The personas are a combination of the outcomes of the survey, the usability tests and the expert interviews
held and contain information about the persona’s reason and purpose of the actions on the ECLAP portal
(user story) and personal details (e.g. name, age, nationality).
Furthermore, user input was added to each use case which were either quotes from the expert interviews,
from the open-ended answers of the surveys or from remarks made by the usability testers in order to
exemplify the use case.
The use case template looks as follows:
Number + name
<the use case number + a short statement which indicates the core goal of the use case>
Goal
<brief description of what the user’s goal is with this specific use case>
User input
<quote from users and experts that exemplifies the use case>
Persona details
<general description of the persona that will execute the use case>
 <Name and occupation>
 <Age>
 <Nationality>
 <Activity>
 <Digital literacy> This is divided into:
o Low (user is not very confident using a computer, use the internet mainly for email
and basic searching and browsing for information and content, basic knowledge of
social networks but not a (very) active user)
o Medium (user is quite confident using a computer, knowledge of most office
software, use the internet regularly for finding specific information and content,
medium knowledge of social networks and have a profile on some of them)
o High (user is online (almost) every day, find it easy to find information and content,
active on websites, blogs and /or social networks, uses both a Mac and smartphone6)
User story
<story of the reason and purpose of the actor’s actions on the ECLAP portal>
Preconditions
<definition of the conditions which have to be present for the use case to fully executed>
Basic flow of events / scenarios
<the numbered steps which make up the entire use case from beginning to end>
6

These definitions were also used in the user surveys in which survey participants were asked to indicate to which
digital literacy category they thought they belonged to.
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Alternative flow
<when a use case cannot be executed as described in the basic flow of events, the alternative flow
describes which alternative steps will be taken by the actor>
Remarks
<issues that need to be taken account when developing the use case>

3.1.2

User requirements

Like the use cases template, a user requirements template was developed for DE2.1.1 as well. This template
was changed for DE2.1.2, since the requirements numbers were re-named and some extra fields were added
to add comments and references.
NR

SPECIFIC
NR
<specified
version of the
unique
number>

User role

Comments

New req.

<remarks
with
clarifications
about the
requirement>

<indication
whether the
requirement
was newly
developed
witin the
scope of
DE2.1.2>

Reference in
the User
Manual (if
applicable)
<information
on whther
more
information
about the
requirement
can be found
in the online
ECLAP user
manual>

<unique
number
identifying
the
requirement>

Functionality

Explanation

<short, unique
<indication
name of the
of which
requirement>
user role is
allowed to
execute the
requirement>
See Errore.
L'origine
riferimento
non è stata
trovata.>

<description
of the
requirement>

Macrofunctionality

Relation to
new use case

<macrocategory the
requirements
belongs to>

<the use
case(s) the
requirement
is related to>

Priority
level
<priority
level of the
requiremen
t at this
stage of
developme
nt
according
to the
ECLAP
consortium
members>

Impleme
nted
<indicati
on
whether
the
requirem
ent has
already
been
impleme
nted or
not>

Table 1: User requirements template

The user requirements will be translated to functional requirements. Functional requirements “describe what
the software shall do in terms of tasks and services” (Bundschuh and Dekker 2008) and “capture the
intended behaviour of the system”. (Montero and Navarro 2009, p. 230). So, the user requirements are the
basis for the technical partners to develop the ECLAP Social Service Portal and services in general.
3.1.3 Non-functional requirements
A non-functional requirement is a statement of how a system must behave, it is a constraint upon the
system’s behavior. It specifies all the remaining requirements not covered by the user and functional
requirements. They specify criteria that judge the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviors. Nonfunctional requirements specify the system’s ‘quality characteristics’ or ‘quality attributes’ (OGC, 2000)
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3.1.4 Digital object requirements
Furthermore, users have requirements of the content itself that is to be placed on the ECLAP portal. These
requirements are not functional, since they do not concern the behaviour of the system itself, but they are
directly linked to the user needs and expectations regarding the digital objects. The requirements for the
digital objects in ECLAP can be split up in three categories:
3.1.4.1 Digital object type
This relates to user requirements for specific types of digital object: video, image, text, sound, the four object
types currently handled by Europeana (Europeana Aggregators’ Handbook, May 2010, p. 15). Some target
users may want be more interested in videos, while others are looking for texts or images.
3.1.4.2 Content
Content relates generically to the range of material made available via ECLAP. More specifically, content
refers to the information contained in the digital object itself, or in other words, the contents of the data
stream in the digital object that people can watch, see, listen to, and read. User requirements for content,
depending on the nature of the specific user community, may be defined, for example, by genre, historical
period or theme.
3.1.4.3 Metadata requirements
This requirement entails all the information that end users need to find digital objects, such as taxonomies
and content descriptions.

3.2

Establishing and evaluating use cases and user requirements

This deliverable takes into account the wishes and demands of the different target users (see section 4
Description of the target users). However, the focus lies on the macro target user category Education &
Research, leisure users and cultural content managers. The reason for this is two-fold. On the one hand, the
focus of the project very much lies on the educational and leisure market since these are ECLAP core target
users. This focus also becomes clear from DE6.2.1 ECLAP Specific Services, which also goes into
establishing services for the educational market on the one hand, and the leisure and entertainment market on
the other. The outcomes of DE6.2.1 have also served as valuable input for this requirements deliverable.
Secondly, it is vital that the portal provides cultural content managers like the ECLAP partners with the tools
and a look and feel that they deem important, since the content forms the back-bone of the project.
Various input has been gathered to establish new use cases and requirements and to validate and evaluate
existing ones, which will be elaborated on in the sections below:
- User surveys
- Desk research
- Expert interviews
- Usability tests
3.2.1 Desk research
The desk research entailed:
 Literature research on describing use cases and user requirements (see Bibliography).
 Literature research on user needs of performing arts and cultural heritage portals (see Bibliography).
 Analysing user requirements documents of related projects (see Bibliography).
 Research on existing metadata standards, schemas and vocabularies (see section Content and
metadata requirements).
The results of all these activities research were analysed and aggregated and served as important input for
formalising and describing the target users, use cases and user requirements.
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3.2.2 Survey
Secondly, two surveys were developed (see DE6.2.1):
 a general one for gathering input on user requirements from all users and for a first evaluation of the
current version of the portal;
 a survey specifically aimed at target users in the macro category Education & Research, in order to
gather input for DE6.2.1 and specific requirements from these highly important target users of the
ECLAP project.
To make the survey, the online software Survey Monkey7 was used. The questions of the survey were
developed by B&G and UVA. A draft of both surveys was submitted on the ECLAP mailing in September.
The feedback on the survey by the partners was incorporated in the first weeks of October, and the final
versions were then distributed through the ECLAP partner’s networks. UNIROMA translated the general
survey in Italian as well, since quite a few of their students interested in filling it out indicated they preferred
to answer the questions in their own language.
3.2.3

Usability tests

In order to validate the current state of the ECLAP portal and to extract new requirements from this analysis,
B&G, UNIROMA and UvA carried out usability tests based on the general use cases developed for DE2.1.1
(see DE6.2.1). The division of work looked as follows:
After dividing the use cases between the partners executing the tests, test scripts were written for a
selection of target users. The test scripts were written in September and October 2011, and the tests were
carried out in October and November 2011. The tests were done both on Windows and Apple operating
systems and in different browsers (Firefox 8, Google Chrome 15 and Internet Explorer 8). A total of 12
people took part. The division looks as follows:
 Student of higher education - Tagging and annotating (UNIROMA, 3 participants)
 Student of higher education – Uploading and downloading (UNIROMA, 3 participants)
 Teacher / researcher higher education (UVA, 3 participants)
 Leisure user (B&G, 3 participants)
The outcomes of these tests serve as qualitative input, complementary to the more quantitative results

3.2.4 Plenary meeting
A plenary meeting was held in Rome on 18-19 October 2011 (see Annex I – Plenary meeting) in which the
entire ECLAP consortium came together. The methodology for writing the new requirements deliverable
was discussed, and in which some inspirational case studies were presented. The partners were asked to give
feedback on the requirements they deemed to be the most important, which was used as input for formulating
a specific use case for ECLAP content providers (see Use case 7: ECLAP partner – creating a virtual
exhibition) and for extracting general requirements which are important for all use cases.
3.2.5 Interviews with experts
One of the most important target users for the diffusion of ECLAP are those in the macro category Education
and Research, especially universities. There are over two million Humanties and Arts students in the 27
European Union member states (EUROSTAT, p. 24). Therefore, one-on-one interviews (see DE6.2.1
ECLAP Specific Services) were held by UVA with experts in order to gather input for DE6.2.1 ECLAP
Specific Services for the Educational and Leisure & Entertainment Market on the use cases and requirements
they would value the most highly for a portal such as ECLAP.

7

http://www.surveymonkey.com/
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4

Description of the target users

A solid definition of the most important target users was established in DE2.1.1 Use Cases and User
Requirements and later refined in DE2.2.1 User Group Set Up and Maintenance.
ECLAP has various target user groups that belong to one of the following three macro categories:
- Education & Research
- Leisure & Entertainment
- Cultural Heritage Professionals
For this deliverable, we investigated whether these macro categories and the sub-groups should be redefined,
changed or expanded. In order to do so three sources were taken into account:
- The outcomes of the ECLAP surveys in which survey participants had to indicate to which target
user group they belong to,
- The information provided by registered users on the ECLAP portal.
- The list of User Group (UG) experts.
Mainly due to the growing list and wide range of experts included in the ECLAP User Groups that aid in the
development of best practices, requirements and other project activities some more refinements have been
made, which will be elaborated on in this section.

4.1

Refining definitions

The User Group of experts has been set up in order to attract various target users with expertise in different
areas (IPR, education, digital cultural heritage, tools for managing performing arts collections, etc) in the
project and to include them in the development of requirements, best practices and other project activities. is
The scope of the User Group (UG) definition is to find out more about a broad range (potential) ECLAP
users and their use of, interest in or awareness of online performing arts, but is already focused on specific
target users and their needs. The User Group has to take into account the following types of users:




“users that are already using digital / online performing arts resources for their professional work,
education or in their leisure time.”
“users that work with performing arts material and are already oriented to using digital / online
resources for their activities, but that do not yet use them.”
“users interested in performing arts, but who have never considered using digital / online performing
arts resources for their activities.”

This definition is necessary to analyze the outcomes of the UG during the activities. In fact, these depend on
the familiarity of the user group members with the digital domain. Especially users belonging to group c, i.e.
those who are not yet (considering) using digital performing arts users can be useful in validating and
understanding the effectiveness of ECLAP and setting up conditions for a participation of a wide variety of
UGMs in the project.
The list of the (potential8) members for the User Group provided by the ECLAP partners contains a broad
range of target users. The majority of users (55%) belong to the "Cultural Heritage Professional" macro
category. 35% to "Education & Research" and 8% to "Leisure & Tourism". The small percentage of
people on the User Group list (2%) that don’t fall neatly in one of the macro categories don’t have a clear
definition concerning their job description and / or workplace, but that refer to themselves as
‘interdisciplinary’ or ‘cross-domain expert’.
The division of people in the macro categories that responded to the general survey is quite different. In fact,
the percentage of users in the Education & Research and Cultural Heritage Professional is almost reversed:.
- Education & Research: 44 (60%)
- Leisure & Tourism: 8 (11%)
8

Not all users on the User Group list have been officially approached via the ECLAP project coordinator or the User
Group manager (FRD) to join the User Group. This is an ongoing process. However, all users on the User Group list
have contributed by the ECLAP partners themselves and are thus already aware of the project and the set-up of the User
Groups.
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Cultural Heritage Professional: 19 (26%)

The small percentage of users (3%) that stated they didn’t belong in any of these groups indicated the
following job descriptions:
 Developer of educational programmes for young people
 Academic Liaison Librarian for Performance courses
 Performing arts information center worker
The present population of registered users on ECLAP is 529 users, of which 202 have given an answer to the
question which user role they consider themselves to belong to (see Figure 2: Matched user roles: ECLAP
portal (red) / DE2.2.1 (black)) below for a complete overview of the categories. The division is as follows:
 Education & Research: 17,96%
 Cultural Heritage Professional: 17,39%
 Other: 9,9%
 No answer: 56,71%
 Technology specialist: 2,84%
The ‘Leisure’macro category is not yet available on the ECLAP portal, so no percentage of users have
indicated this as a user role. It can therefore however be assumed that a large part of those that indicated
‘Other’ or that gave no answer belong to this category. Furthermore, it is hard to classify the technology
specialists into either the Education & Research and Cultural Heritage Professional macro category, since
they can fall in either one. As will be described below, the categories used on the portal will be aligned with
the ones used in this and other project deliverables concerning the ECLAP user groups.
All in all, the analysis of the people in the User Groups and the ones that answered the survey didn’t provide
any indications that the macro categories developed for ECLAP should be changed. However, this was
different for the sub-target user groups defined for each macro category. A more detailed analysis was made,
again based on the existing User Group list. As was already written in DE2.2.1 User Group Set Up and
Maintenance “[…] note that one person can belong to multiple (sub-) target user groups. (Bellini et al. 2010,
p.13) For instance, a performing arts teacher can also be a performing arts practitioner and a student can also
be a leisure user. Thus, the categories can be fluid and the user’s main goals, profile and expectations are not
fixed”. Defining and associating users to specific target user categories not an easy task since users have
often various areas of interest and skills. However, it is important to do so, since it results in a better
management of users, for different activities such as:
 segmenting the User Group
 inviting appropriate people to a specific focus group
 involving right users into thematic surveys
 involving many relevant and various people in the ECLAP project.
In order to map specific roles and categories of users to specific areas of expertise, roles and types of
workplace a methodology was developed in DE2.2.1. This allowed to rework and re-map the entire list of
identified User Group experts using a data structure with the following mandatory fields: Name, Surname,
Role, E-mail, UG Category. This particular need has arisen in order start actively involving members in the
User Group and to be able to place them in the specific Target User categories.
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Figure 1: Mapping schema of Target Users

As can be seen, the schema aligns target users categories (see section 4.5 Target user tables) with the
professions / type of workplace fields of the expert list. The mapping overview is split into:
 macro categories
 specific target users categories and their general roles
 profession
 type of workplace
This mapping schema is a revised and updated version of the one made for DE2.1.1 User Requirements and
Use Cases. (Baltussen et al. 2010), which was based on target user groups used in other projects and existing
literature on defining target users. The schema has been further refined based on the practical experiences of
setting up the user group of experts and the feedback in the user surveys. We found that the relation between
target user categories (for details, see section 4.5 Target user tables) and the type of professions and
workplaces indicated in the expert user list and on the portal are often hard to match, since a lot of people are
cross-domain experts. For instance, performers are often also teachers, students frequently work in a cultural
heritage institution as well, and ICT staff can work in the archive of a theatre. Therefore, the overview of
‘Type of workplace’ in Figure 1: Mapping schema of Target Users above contains an overview of the most
common categories and have not explicitly been linked to the specific target user categories.
Futhermore, some professions were either removed or refined. The profession “lawyer” used in the first
version of the mapping schema was for instance too generic and not per se relevant for ECLAP, but IPR
experts are indeed an important target user group (especially for Working Group B: IPR and Business
Models for Content). The target user category ‘Community centres’ was also removed, since it was deemed
as marginally relevant and not as a core target user group.
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The ‘Profession’ and ‘Workplace’ categories - used in the mapping schema - are derived from the match
made between user categories used on the ECLAP portal and those defined in the DE2.2.1. The table below
shows the comparison amongst these two different categorizations. By doing so, we obtained categories
employed by actual target users in their ECLAP portal profiles, matched with information included in the
fields of the expert's list.
The table below shows how the ECLAP profiles on the portal and the profiles described in DE2.2.1 were
matched. The red terms refers to the portal profiles and the black terms to the categories from DE2.2.1.

Figure 2: Matched user roles: ECLAP portal (red) / DE2.2.1 (black)

This overview enhances the focus about users description and defines which are most common categories of
ECLAP users. An overview of how all of these target users, roles, professions and types of workplaces have
been defined and merged is explained in the following sections.

4.2

Target users: Education and Research

The Education and Research category includes target users that study performing arts and / or use
performing arts digital objects for education and research in performing arts or other domains such as the
humanities or social sciences. The definition of this category is justified by the results from the European
Cultural Values survey where “It is demonstrated that cultural and artistic participation is highest amongst
those who have spent the longest period of time in education. The same is also true of cross-cultural contact:
For all types of contact under consideration, we see that these are higher among those who studied until 20 at
the very earliest and lower amongst those who left education at the age of 15.” (European Cultural Values,
2007, p.43). According with this evaluation we identify university and high level schools students and
teacher categories as key target users. The Research category is joined with Education because the needs,
scope and requirements are very similar, as is demonstrated in the tables in section 4.5.
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4.3

Target users: Leisure and tourism

The Internet “plays a key role as a facilitator of cultural life, with 42% of all leisure-time users saying that
they use the Internet to obtain information on cultural events and products. The Internet is thus very
important in helping people to plan and prepare their cultural consumption” (European Cultural Values,
2007, p. 25). Furthermore, they are interested in sharing online content with others. In Europe, 41.7 million
people regularly use social networking websites, and this number will increase to 107.4 million in 2012
(European Commission, 2010). Sharing content on websites and social networks such as Facebook and
Twitter, and via e-mail is very common (Ostrow, 2010; Schonfeld 2010). For those performing arts lovers
who spend their leisure time looking for performing arts content online, ECLAP can provide a broad range
of materials. This group of performing arts lovers will be quite heterogeneous, and potentially represents a
large part of the general public. Moreover, the performing arts can be important for the tourism sector, which
is constantly promoting (cultural) activities. To this end, the tourism professional, whose primary objective is
to provide tourists with attractive leisure activities, can use contents available on ECLAP in order to cater to
the needs of those tourists that are interested in performing arts.

4.4

Target users: Cultural heritage professionals

These target users are involved in the management and / or production of cultural heritage, such as
performing arts practitioners, cultural content managers and media professionals. These actors are taken into
account as sub-categories of this target group.
In fact most people consume culture via television or radio. “At the top, almost 8 in 10 (78%) say that they
have, at some point over the 12 months before their interview, watched a cultural programme on television,
or listened to such a broadcast over the radio.” (European Cultural Values, 2007, p.13) The demand of
cultural products used on media such as TV or Radio suggests that the media professional is a key target
user, and that it is important to provide tools and contents to media professional looking for re-usable content
for media productions. It is clear that the media professional are actors that work within broadcasting, film
production and multimedia industry.
The cultural content managers can work in institutions such as publishing houses, museums, archives and
libraries in which staff such as archivists, web developers, and digital preservation experts manage their
content. The cultural content managers are in general in charge of managing the content and work on
activities such as digital preservation policies, business activities, cataloguing, digitalization activities. To
perform all these activities, cultural content managers require specific skills, tools and functionalities.
Furthermore, in this macro category, the Performing art practitioner is a sub-category which represents the
following persons: acrobats, actors, assistant directors, composers, conductor, costume designers, dancers,
dramaturges, directors, light designers, make-up artists, mimes, musicians, playwrights, producers, set
builders, singers, sound designer, technician, video editors, etc.

4.5

Target user tables

The explanatory table below serves as an overview of the diverse levels of education and technological skills
the various target users might have. These levels and skills influence their requirements, and thus need to be
taken into account when developing the ECLAP portal.

Explanatory table
Level of formal education

Performing art academic degree
ECLAP project – PUBLIC DELIVERABLE

Higher education: (University, Master, PhD degrees,
Academies, Colleges), ages 19 and up, usually up until age 29.
Secondary education: ages of these students generally lie
between 10-19, although this can differ slightly per country.
Primary education: ages of these students generally lie
between 5-9, although this can differ slightly per country.
(Figures based on EACEA, 2009)
A degree of higher education in the field of performing arts.
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Level of technological skill
There are actions that users can perform on
digital objects that are related to their
computer literacy. More complex
actions/activities like uploading digital
objects or generating new multimedia
objects are based on a more complex
interaction with technologies and require a
higher level of capabilities. In this early
classification three levels of technological
skills have been identified, based on
actions/activities that users are able to
perform.

(music, theatre, dance, etc.)
Low: Basic searching, hearing, watching
Medium: Experienced with tagging favourites contents,
advanced searching, votes, leaving comments and suggestions,
downloading and distributing on different personal devices,
like mp3 player, for a now experience in a different place,
uploading and sharing contents
High: Using ontology, creating new multimedia productions
from various digital objects (editing), aggregating content.

The target user tables below contain an overview of the various target users per macro category, their profile
(which contains information described in the explanatory table above), and a general overview of the goals
that the various target user groups have or could have by using the ECLAP portal. The fourth column
provides a general overview of the most important goals the target users are expected to have when using the
ECLAP portal.
Target user
Description

Role

Profile

Main goal and expectations
of the target user

Macro category: Education and Research
Student/ Researcher of
higher education (focus
on theory)

Learner

Medium/High level of
technology skill (there can be
exceptions, which actually goes
for all profiles)
High level of formal education
Employed / studying in public
or private research institute, or
attending a Bachelor, Master,
PhD, academic courses.
Generally technology
enthusiastic and open towards
new tools

This group uses performing art
resources for analysis,
comparisons, etc. based on
their specific subject of study.
This activity is mainly oriented
towards academic
publications. Researchers have
a strong focus on the creation
of collections, semantic
relationships and content
enrichment.
These users want to join
groups of similar users in the
field of performing arts,
establishing contacts with
organizations, research centres,
and associations with the same
interests.
To join cultural exchanges
with other universities or
institutions.
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Teacher of higher
education / university

Educator

Medium/ High level of
technology skill
High level of formal education
Employed in in public or
private research institute,
university, academy /
vocational school etc.
Academic degree

Performing arts student
(focus on practice /
becoming performing
artist)

Learner

Low/medium/high technology
skill
Medium/High level education
Attending courses at a
performing arts academy /
vocational school

Performing arts teacher

Educator

Low/Medium/High level of
technology skill
High level of formal education
Academic degree

Primary school teacher

Educator

Employed in a performing arts
academy / vocational school
Low/Medium level of
technology skill
High level of formal education

Secondary school
teacher

Educator

Employed in Public or private
education institution
Low/Medium level of
technology skill
High level of formal education
Employed in public or private
educational institution

Target user
Description

Role
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Profile

These users want to access
performing art resources for
supplying educational
materials, like a case study for
a specific subject.
Examples include the use of
performing art contents in the
study of history, semiotic,
history of the art, science of
communication, etc. To this
end they want to aggregate
contents coming from several
different institutions in a
training course and want to be
able to present it in a custom
layout in their classroom
environment.
These users want to access
resources for studying
techniques, expressions,
actions, etc. of a performance
itself.
They need also to make
comparisons between different
performances of the same
subject.
These users want access to
performing art resources for
demonstrating, teaching,
producing examples during
lessons.

These users want access to
performing art resources
mainly for entertaining young
scholars.

This user wants access to
performing art resources
mainly as a supply educational
material in particular in
relation to humanities subjects.
Contextual information is
crucial for multi-disciplinary
overview on historical period
or philosophy or literature
movement.
Main goal and expectations
of the target user
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Macro category:
Leisure and Tourism
Leisure user

Consumer

Low/Medium level of
technology skill
Various levels of education

This user is a performing arts
lover who wants to discover
and access performing art
resources in order to listen,
watch, make playlists, tag, and
share according to his interests
in his own free time.
This user want to join to
groups and thematic social
networks for exchanging
experiences, comments,
evaluation, news, etc.

Tourism operator

Producer

Users that use performing art
digital contents for promotion
and information directed
towards tourists.
Low/Medium level of
technology skills.

They want to upload content
that can present a different
point of view of a
performance.
These users want to obtain
information and resources of
past events, manifestations or
concerts related to current
performing arts activities held
in their area, which they can
offer to visiting tourists as a
service.

Works in tourism industry.

Target user
Description

Role

Business oriented.
Profile

Main goal and expectations
of the target user

Macro category:
Cultural Heritage Professionals
Performing arts
practitioner

Cultural content
manager

Creator

Manager

Users that are involved in
performing arts production with
different roles.
Medium/high level of
technology skills
Medium/ High level of
technology skill.
Medium/High level of
education.
Employed in public or private
cultural institutions such as
museums, libraries, and
archives.
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These users want to access
collaborative performing art
resources

These users work in cultural
heritage institutions that own,
archive, catalogue, curate and
in general manage cultural
heritage and performing arts
materials. They want to access
an integrated system that
supports all stages of content
production, content
preservation and storing,
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Specific competences in
cataloguing, digital
preservation, repository
technologies, digitization.
Business oriented.

Media professional

Producer

Users that work also with
performing art digital contents
for multimedia productions.
High level of technology skills
Works in content production
industry like television
broadcasting, cinema, radio,
news agencies, etc.
Competencies in AV editing.
Competencies in multimedia
design and management.
Business oriented.
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content distribution, all the
while maintaining the control
on the process.
All cultural content managers
that deal with performing arts
collections are potential
ECLAP content providers,
since they might want to share
their collections as well. Thus,
content providers are an
important sub-group of
cultural content providers.
These users want to access to
performing art resources for
re-using this content in
different contexts, such as TV
production, radio programmes,
new multimedia productions,
web tv, etc.
In particular this user needs to
perform very specific research
looking for a single frame, a
sequence, etc.
He needs a semantic oriented
description of the contents.
The user want information
about the rights status of the
performing arts resources and
where to acquire licenses for
re-use.
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5 Use cases
This section has been divided into two main parts: an overview of the existing use cases, and of the newly
developed use cases. The existing use cases above were developed within the scope of DE2.1.1 and were
complemented during the development of the ECLAP portal:
Use case name
Blog requirements
Bug report
Calendar
Collections
Community aspects
Content enrichment
Graphic editor
IPR information
Locating digital objects
Metric analysis
Mobile device requirements
Multilingual aspects
User profile
User requirements – back-end
Using and sharing
Viewing digital objects

Resulting from:
Portal development
Portal development
Portal development
Portal development
DE2.1.1
DE2.1.1
Portal development
DE2.1.1
DE2.1.1
Portal development
DE2.1.1
DE2.1.1
Portal development
DE2.1.1
DE2.1.1
DE2.1.1

Table 2: Overview of existing use cases

To these, new specific use cases have been added within the scope of this deliverable, which differ slightly
from the existing once, since they have been written from the perspective of the specific and most important
target users of the project and combine persona details, a user story and the scenario the user goes through
when using the ECLAP website. The existing use cases don’t have this specificity, but describe the most
important, high-level features of the ECLAP portal.
Related to the overview of the use cases, is that an ECLAP user can have a specific role, which determines
the privileges he has, and thus the actions he is allowed to execute on the portal. These roles and privileges
look as follows:
User role on the
portal
Unregistered user

Registered user

Privileges

Target user(s)

Acronym

Browsing and Searching
digital objects, Viewing
public content and
public groups
Same as UR, plus
Commenting on digital
objects, Referencing,
Tagging, Annotating
digital objects, Making
playlists, Rating digital
objects, Joining groups
accessing private groups
(once they are accepted
by the group
administrator), Request

Can be all

UR

Can be all, except
content partners

RU
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Content provider

Administrators

to create a group
Uploading digital
objects, Downloading
digital objects, Licensing
digital objects, Sharing
digital objects with
others
Content partners
Same as UR, plus
Managing digital
objects,
Uploading content
(batch uploads),
Managing groups,
creating Virtual
Exhibitions
All, plus Creating groups Only partners that have
been approved by the
administrators

CP

ADMIN

Table 3: User roles and privileges on the ECLAP portal

5.1

Existing use cases

5.1.1 Browsing
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
Goal
A user looking for performing arts content wants to explore the ECLAP portal by browsing.
Actor(s)
All target users
Short description
A user looking for performing arts content wants to explore the ECLAP portal by browsing through the
content. The user starts on the ECLAP portal start page and from this page he selects a random content
item to view or listen to that triggers his interest.
Preconditions
The user does not need to be logged in to perform this use case. He can view the metadata of any
content item (audio, video, document, image) that he wants. However, for viewing or listening to some
digital objects, he may have to have special permissions, and thus a user account.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user starts on the ECLAP portal home page and sees a selection of digital objects.
2. The user clicks on one of the digital objects that interests him the most.
3. The user lands on the specific page for this digital object.
4. The system runs a query on the database in order to find and show related digital objects
5. The user views, reads or listens to the digital object (depending on the type of digital object he has
selected: video, images, text or audio).The user sees the digital objects which are related to the one
he has just view, read or listened.
6. The user clicks on the related digital object that interests him, and he lands on the specific page of
this digital object.
7. The system runs a query on the database in order to find and show related digital objects.
8. The user navigates back to the home page by clicking on the [home] option.
9. The user selects various faceted search categories (see section 9.5 Faceted search in order to browse
through the ECLAP collection (for instance, the digital object type, subject, and person name).
10. The user clicks on the first results in the list of digital object that he is presented with.
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11. The user lands on the specific page for this digital object.
12. The system runs a query on the database in order to find and show related digital objects
13. The user views, reads or listens to the digital object (depending on the type of digital object he has
selected: video, images, text or audio).
14. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
A2a: The digital object’s content is only visible to certain users. For instance, due to copyright
restrictions, the content can only be fully viewed by users belonging to the target user group Education.
Therefore, the user needs to get special permission first in order to view the content. The user sees a
prompt which allows him to send a request to the administrator of the digital object asking for
permission.
A2b: The administrator accepts the request
A2c: The administrator denies the request
A2d: The user receives a message that the digital object can now be fully accessed.
A2e: The user receives a message that the request has been denied. This end the flow of events
A2f: The user resumes the Basic flow of events.
Postconditions
 All the actions of the user that result in request to the database and the repository are saved in the
statistical analysis back-end system.
 All the users page views are saved in the statistical analysis back-end system.
 The use case is saved as a single unique visit in the statistical analysis back-end system.
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.CA.003 – Managing groups
Remarks
The use case is still valid and has been implemented.
5.1.2 Searching
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Goal
A user looking for performing arts content searches for content by using one or more search terms in the
[simple search] and [advanced search] fields.
Actor(s)
All target users
Short description
A user is looking for performing arts content goes to the ECLAP portal. The user knows what he is
looking for, but starts with a simple search on order to see what the ECLAP portal has to offer. The user
starts on the ECLAP portal start page and from this page he enters one or more search terms into the
[simple search] field. Then, the user executes an [advanced search].
Preconditions
The user does not need to be logged in to perform this use case. He can view the metadata of any
content item (audio, video, document, image) that he wants. However, for viewing or listening to some
content items, he may have to have special permissions, and thus a user account.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user starts on the ECLAP portal home page and enters one or more search terms into the
[simple search] field.
2. The user clicks on [search] icon or hits the <Enter key> on his keyboard.
3. The results of the query are presented on the search results page based on relevance.
4. The user sorts the results by title.
5. The user filters the results by selecting the digital object type [video].
6. The user sees a new search results page, only containing the digital objects that match his query,
and without the digital object types audio, images, and text.
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7. The user chooses to refine these results further and clicks on the [advanced search] option.
8. The user opts to use the same query as in step 1, but is now presented with additional fields in
which he can use to enter or select more search terms, which are based on the ECLAP metadata
model.
9. The results of the query are presented on the search results page based on relevance.
10. The user selects the search result at the top of the search results page.
11. The system runs a query on the database in order to find and show related digital objects
12. The user views, reads or listens to the digital object (depending on the type of digital object he has
selected: video, images, text or audio).
13. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
A12a: The digital object’s content is only visible to certain target users. For instance, due to copyright
restrictions, the content can only be fully viewed by users belonging to the macro category Education
and Research. They need to get special permission first in order to view the content. The user sees a
prompt which allows him to send a request to the administrator of the digital object asking for
permission.
A12ba: The administrator accepts the request
A12c: The administrator denies the request
A12d: The user receives a message that the digital object can now be fully accessed.
A12e: The user receives a message that the request has been denied. This end the flow of events
A12f: The user resumes the Basic flow of events.
Postconditions
 All the actions of the user that result in request to the database and the repository are saved in
the statistical analysis back-end system.
 All the user’s page views are saved in the statistical analysis back-end system.
 The use case is saved as a single unique visit in the statistical analysis back-end system.
 All the free text queries by the user are saved and can be used to generate a query cloud.
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.CA.003 – Managing groups
Remarks
ECLAP metadata model
In step 8 of the Basic flow of events, the ECLAP metadata is mentioned. See section 6.3 Content and
metadata requirements for more information.
Free text searches
This use case can be extended with free text searches by users, since the ECLAP portal will also offer
users the opportunity to browse and search through the database by making user generated tags and free
text queries by other users available as metadata. These user generated tags and free text queries are
logged (see ‘Postconditions’ above) can be used to generate a query cloud. A query cloud is a
visualisation of frequently used free text search terms by users. The terms in the query cloud function as
hyperlinks; when clicked they generate the search results for that specific term in the query cloud.
Suggestions
If a user makes a typing or spelling error, this will be detected by the system, and a recommendation for
a search term will be made. For instance, when someone types ‘Shakspeare’ as a search term, this will
be detected, and the user will see a message stating: “Did you mean: ‘Shakespeare’?
Use case not yet fully implemented on the portal, since users cannot yet sort search results by title. The
rest of the functionalities are available.
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5.2

Content enrichment

Content enrichment is a complex term that can have many meanings. In the case of ECLAP, content
enrichment can be achieved in various ways:
-

Automatic enrichment (e.g. automatic translations and addition of technical information)
Manual enrichment by content partners (e.g. adding more metadata to digital objects than the
metadata already available, validating and correcting automatic translations)
User-generated enrichment (e.g. less formal enrichment such as commenting on and rating content to
more structured enrichment such as adding tags to digital objects)

Enrichment will mostly take place on the level of metadata enrichment, where the various metadata fields
present in the ECLAP metadata schema will be expanded and enhanced, for instance by mapping the various
metadata models and vocabularies used by the partners to each other, and by semantically enriching
metadata. Semantic enrichment entails making “the intended meaning of, and the relationships between,
information resources explicit and machine processable, to allow machines and humans to better identify,
access and (re-)use the resources.” (Geser 2009, p. 25) In the following use cases, the focus will lie on usergenerated enrichment, since the manual enrichment by content partners and automatic enrichment will be
developed in WP3, which starts in M4.
5.2.1 Commenting
UC.CE.UGE.001 – Commenting
Goal
A user wants to add a comment to digital objects on the ECLAP portal.
Actor(s)
All target users, although it is expected that Leisure users, Performing arts students and Students of
higher education with a high technological skill level are most likely to contribute to this use case.
Short description
A user wants to add his opinion and / or insight to a digital object on the ECLAP portal.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user has viewed a digital object on the ECLAP portal and wants to leave a comment about the
object.
2. He types his comment in the [comment box] and selects [submit].
3. The comment is stored in the database.
4. After reviewing his comment, the user notices he has made a spelling error. He selects the [delete]
option and removes his comment.
5. The comment reply is removed from the database.
6. The users submits the comment again.
7. The comment is stored in the database.
8. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
A1. The user has received notification (via e-mail, messages on PC, etc.) about a new digital object
uploaded on the portal or about a comment/update related to an existing digital object he has previously
commented on. The user follows the link to the digital object in the notification text, resumes the basic
flow of events..
A1. The user wants to reply to the comment of another user on a digital object.
The user selects the [reply] option and resumes the basic flow of events.
Postconditions
 The comments of the user are stored in the database.
 The comments of the user are indexed and can be used for search
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Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
Use case has been implemented.
5.2.2 Referencing
UC.CE.UGE.002 – Referencing
Goal
A user wants to add a reference to a digital object on the ECLAP portal.
Actor(s)
The following target users from the macro category education and research are most likely to contribute
to this use case since they perform literature research on performing arts, and are thus used to
referencing materials:
- Student/ Researcher of higher education (focus on research / writing on performing arts)
- Teacher of higher education / university
- Performing arts student (focus on practice / becoming performing artist)
Short description
A user wants to add a reference to a relevant document (book, essay, article, etc) that the digital object
of his interest is related to.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user has come across a relevant document about the subject that the digital object represents.
He decides to leave a reference to this book on the page of the digital object. He selects the [add
reference] option.
2. The user sees a menu from which he can select the reference type and add a URL to the document.
3. The user selects the [book] as the reference type.
4. The user adds a URL to the document (for instance, the links to the book page WorldCat, a network
of library content and services)9.
5. The user selects [save].
6. The most important metadata fields (e.g. author, title, publication date) are harvested from
Worldcat.org and stored in the database.
7. The user sees his contribution of the book reference on the page of the digital object, and the most
important metadata fields (e.g. author, title, publication date).
8. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
A4: The URL the user is referencing does not offer harvestable metadata fields. The user will have to
fill out these fields himself.
A4: The user has no URL for the reference, since he only has access to an offline version of the object
he is referencing. The user will fill out the metadata fields, and leave the URL field blank.
Postconditions
 The data of the added reference are stored in the database.
Priority
Medium
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
9

http://www.worldcat.org/
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UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
Reference types
In step 2, the user can choose from a pre-selected list of document types. For this list, it is suggested to
use reference types used in citation managers such as RefWorks10, Zotero11 and Mendelay12.
The use case is not yet fully implemented on the portal. Users can add references to other content items
via the MyStoryPlayer, but cannot yet choose the types of reference added, or add references outside the
ECLAP portal to a content item.
5.2.3 Tagging
UC.CE.UGE.003 – Tagging
Goal
A user wants to add a free text key term or tag to a digital object on the ECLAP portal.
Actor(s)
All target users. The various target users will most likely have a variety of reasons to tag digital object,
however. Research on the motivations of people that tag online materials have shown that the reasons
are:
1. Motivations related to indexing
2. Motivations related to socialising
3. Motivations related to communication (Van Velsen & Melenhorst, 2009, p. 224)
Motivations related to indexing are most likely to apply to target users in the macro category Education
and Research, and the sub-group Performing arts practitioner from the Cultural heritage professional
category. Motivations related to socialising and communications are most likely to apply to Leisure
users. In some cases, this kind of tagging can be similar to leaving a comment.
Short description
A user wants to add a tag to a digital object on the ECLAP portal, because he wants to add relevant
information about the digital object, and make the object easier to find for himself and / or other users.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user wants to add a tag to the digital object and select the [tag] option.
2. The user sees a prompt in which he can add his tags. The user adds two tags to the digital object (for
instance: ‘british puppet theatre’ and ‘obscure’). He does this by typing in [tag] field in the prompt
and by selecting the [add] option after each tag.
3. The tags are stored in the database.
4. The tags are indexed and added to the folksonomy.
5. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
None
Postconditions
 The tags are stored in the database and related to the digital object.
 The tags are indexed and become searchable .
 The tags are indexed and added to the folksonomy.
Priority
Medium
10

http://www.refworks.com/
http://www.zotero.org/
12
http://www.mendeley.com/
11
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Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
Folksonomy
The tags that are added by the ECLAP users will contribute to the ECLAP folksonomy. This is a set of
categories that are the result of the tags that are added to digital objects by users. In other words: a
folksonomy emerges through collective tagging efforts. Every time a user adds a tag, it is stored in the
database, indexed, and added to the folksonomy. The folksonomy will be used to generate a tag cloud,
This is a visualisation of the tags that have been added to digital objects in ECLAP by users. Typically,
the more times a tag has been added, the larger this tag is visualised within the tag cloud in order to
indicate its popularity.

Figure 3: Example of a tag cloud based on a folksonomy in Trove13, a portal in which resources collected by
Australia's memory institutions are aggregated.

Use case has been fully implemented in the portal.
5.2.4 Annotating
UC.CE.UGE.004 – Annotating
Goal
A user wants to annotate a digital object on the ECLAP portal.
Actor(s)
All target users. Annotation will however play an important role for the target users in the Education
and Research category. ECLAP partners have already worked with annotations for lessons, in which the
teacher adds annotations to specific parts of a video containing questions about this segment. Students
13

http://trove.nla.gov.au/
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can then add their answers as an annotation as well, which the teacher can consequently check and
accept or reject. Even though this is quite an advanced form of using annotations, it does show the
potential of this functionality. Furthermore, Leisure users who have experience with annotation will also
be likely to perform this use case.
Short description
A user wants to add an annotation to a digital object in ECLAP, in order to share thoughts and
information about the content with other users.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user selects an in and out point of a video, and clicks on the [annotation] option.
2. The user can choose to add a [comment], [reference] or [related item] to the segment.
3. The user chooses for [comment] and types in the information he wants to add to the segment.
4. The user chooses [save] to save the annotation.
5. The annotation is saved in the database.
6. The user performs a search query with the aim of finding other annotations.
7. The user finds a video which has an annotation that matches his search query.
8. The user sees that the video contains annotations that refer to other digital objects on the ECLAP
portal (see Figure 4 below), each content can be an annotation for another object.
9. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
None
Postconditions
 The user’s comment stored in the database and related to the digital object.
 The user’s comment is indexed and becomes searchable (see UC.FC.SC.002).
Priority
Medium
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
UC.CE.UGE.001 – Commenting
UC.CE.UGE.002 – Referencing
Remarks
The concept of annotation
Annotation is different from tagging, since the user is not adding keywords to a digital object in general,
but is making notes related to specific moments, segments, or areas in a digital object. Annotations are
provided by users either to provide a personal comment, or to share knowledge with other users.
(Gazan, 2008)
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Figure 4: Example of annotations in a YouTube video. Ad agency Boone Oakley14 has built its entire
website in YouTube, and uses annotations to refer to their other videos, and comments to certain segments.

Figure 5: Example of annotations in a photo on Flickr. The rectangles in the photo represent the various
areas that have been selected by Flickr users, and to which annotations have been added.

14

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Elo7WeIydh8/
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Use case fullfilled via the annotation option in MyStoryPlayer. The process is however still quite
complex and will be simplified.

5.2.5 Making playlists
UC.CE.UGE.005 – Making playlists
Goal
A user wants to make a playlist of various digital objects on the ECLAP portal.
Actor(s)
All target users. The various target users will most likely have a variety of reasons to make playlists,
however.
Target users from the macro category Education and Research are most likely to make playlists related
to the topic(s) that they are researching.
Leisure users are most likely to make playlists related to the topic(s) that they are enjoy engaging with
in their free time.
Target users from the macro category Cultural Heritage Professionals are most likely to make playlists
related to the topic(s) that they need to explore for their work, and that they might want to re-use.
Short description
A user wants to make a playlist of various digital objects on the ECLAP portal, in order to categorise
them and easily retrieve them at a later moment.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user wants to add a digital object to a new playlist.
2. The user selects the [add to playlist] option.
3. The user sees an overview of the playlists he has made before, and the option [new playlist]. He
can either add the digital object to an existing playlist, or create a new one.
4. The user selects the [new playlist] option.
5. The user is asked to fill out information about the playlist (e.g. title, topic, description).
6. The user can add tags that describe the playlist, and also opt to select key terms from the
controlled vocabulary. The user chooses the [tag] option, add the tags and selects the [save]
option.
7. The playlist is stored in the database.
8. The user performs another search and finds a video that interests him.
9. On the page of the video, the user decides he does not want to add the whole video to the new
playlist, but only a segment of it. The user selects the start time and end time of the segment he
wants to add to his playlist.
10. The user selects the [add to playlist] option.
11. The user sees an overview of the playlists he has made before, and select the new playlist he has
just made.
12. The user clicks on the link to his [profile]
13. The user selects the [your playlists] option.
14. The user clicks on the [new playlist] he has just created and sees the digital objects he has
added to it.
15. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
None
Postconditions
 The new playlist is stored in the database and related to the digital objects in the playlist.
 The metadata that the user has added to the playlist is indexed and becomes searchable.
Priority
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High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
Use case fullfilled, but users have indicated that the process should be simplified. This has been
incorporated in the new requirements table (section Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.
Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.)
5.2.6 Rating
UC.CE.UGE.006 – Rating
Goal
A user wants to rate a digital object in order to express his opinion of the quality of the content.
Actor(s)
All target users, however Leisure users as expected to use this functionality most. In many portals and social
networks, users have the option of rating a digital object in order to express their opinion on it. For instance,
on YouTube, users can ‘Like’ and ‘Dislike’ a video, and on Amazon users can leave feedback on the quality
of an item by assigning one to five stars.

Figure 6: The 5-star rating system in Amazon

Short description
A user wants to rate a digital object in order to express his opinion of the quality of the content. The user can
assign one to five stars, one star being the lowest rating and five stars the highest.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object .
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user has just watched a digital object on the ECLAP portal that he liked and he wants to add a
rating.
2. The user sees the [rate] option and opts to rate the digital object with five stars.
3. The rating of the user is stored in the database
4. The user sees a message that informs him that he has assigned a five star rating to the digital objects.
5. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
None
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Postconditions
 The rating is saved in the database and is related to the digital object.
 The rating of the digital object is indexed and will be used in order to calculate the relative
popularity of the digital object.
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
Use case has been fully implemented in the portal.

5.3

Using and sharing

The use cases in this section deal with various ways in which a user of the ECLAP portal can use and share
digital objects: uploading, downloading, ordering and sharing them with others.
5.3.1 Uploading
UC.USC.001 - Uploading
Goal
A user wants to upload digital objects to the ECLAP portal.
Actor(s)
All users. This use case will be performed by target users for a variety of reasons.
- Target users from the macro category Education and Research will upload digital objects that
either are a result of their studies, or that can be used in classes.
- Leisure Users will upload materials that they have made themselves, most likely images and
video.
- Tourism Operators and target users from the macro category Cultural Heritage Professionals
will mostly be looking for content for inspiration or re-use , although the sub-target users
Performing Arts Practitioners might upload materials they have produced themselves. Cultural
content managers that are content providers will mostly provide materials through a batch
upload procedure which will be developed for them exclusively (see also the Remarks in this
use case).
Short description
A user wants to upload digital objects to the ECLAP portal so it becomes accessible to one or more
target user groups.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case. The user needs to have the rights necessary to
upload and publish the digital object.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user starts on the ECLAP home page and navigates to his profile.
2. On his profile, the user selects the [Upload] option.
3. The user sees a prompt in which he has to fill out various metadata fields (such as Title, Rights
holder, Category)
4. In the same prompt, the user has to select which groups on the ECLAP portal can view the content.
He opts to make the digital object [Public].
5. In the same prompt, the user is asked to select the location from which the digital object needs to be
uploaded. The user navigates to the right folder on his PC, selects the digital object and selects
[Upload].
6. The digital object is uploaded to the repository.
7. The metadata of the digital object is stored in the database.
8. The user is directed to the page of the digital object when the upload is completed.
9. The user realises he wants to add more to the description of the digital object he just uploaded, so he
selects [Edit].
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10. The user sees the same prompt he used in step 3 and adds more information to the description.
11. The user selects [Save] and is directed to the page of the digital object.
12. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
A5a: The user selects a digital object in a format that the ECLAP portal does not support.
A5b: The user sees a message which informs him that the format is not supported, and which informs
him of the formats that ECLAP does support.
A5c: The upload procedure is aborted.
Postconditions
 The metadata provided by the user is added to the database
 A new digital object type is added to the repository
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.CA.001 – Joining one or more groups
Remarks
Batch uploads
For content partners, a special upload procedure will be developed which will allow them to provide
multiple digital objects at once. DSI has already started development on the batch upload procedure,
and will further develop this in WP3.
Metadata fields
The various metadata fields that the user needs to fill out will be determined from M4 onwards by
partners working on WP3 and WP4.
Use case has been fullfilled, but will be refined (see section 5.8- Use case 2: Student of higher education
– sharing and creating videos).
5.3.2 Downloading
UC.USC.002 – Downloading
Goal
A user wants to download a digital object from the ECLAP portal.
Actor(s)
All target users. The target users most likely to use perform this use case are:
- Education and Research, since these users are interested in (re-)using digital objects for their
essays or for their classes.
- Sub-target group Performing Arts Practitioner, for studying the digital object in order gain
inspiration for their production.
Short description
A user wants to download a digital object from the ECLAP portal., because he wants to incorporate it in
their essay, class, or because he wants to use it offline in order to gain inspiration of a production.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user selects the [download] option.
2. The user sees a prompt, which asks him in which file format he wants to save the digital object.
3. The user selects a file format.
4. The user chooses the download location, selects the [Save] option and stores the digital object on
his own hard disk.
Alternative flow
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A1: The digital object cannot be downloaded due to copyright restrictions. The download option is not
visible for the digital objects that cannot be downloaded.
A14: Due to copyright restrictions, it is not possible for a digital object to be fully embedded. In these
cases, only the metadata and descriptions are allowed to be visible on an external web page.
Postconditions
 The user has a saved a digital object to his own hard disk.
 The user tags and key term from the ECLAP vocabulary are stored in the database and related to the
digital object.
 The user tags and key term from the ECLAP vocabulary are indexed and become searchable.
Priority
Medium
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
IPR restrictions
IPR restrictions will most likely differ for various types of usage and target users. For instance: does the
user want to use a digital object without restrictions, temporarily, for non-commercial or educational
purposes? In some cases, clearing the right just to be able to show an object in ECLAP will be difficult,
and it is expected that some materials may only be accessed by those users in the macro category
Education and Research. These and other issues will be explored in WP4.3: Content Selection and
Aggregation for Rich and Cross Media Production, WP5.2: Working Group on Intellectual Property and
Business Models for Content and WP6.2: Management of Intellectual Property.
Use case partly fullfilled, since users cannot yet choose the file format in which they want to download
a digital object.
5.3.3 Licensing
UC.USC.003 – Licensing
Goal
A user wants to get a license for digital object from the ECLAP portal, since it is either:
- Not downloadable
- The user wants to acquire extended rights to use it.
- The user needs a higher resolution / higher quality version of the digital object.
Actor(s)
All target users. The target users most likely to use perform this use case are:
- Tourism Operators want to obtain digital objects for re-use in brochures, videos, and websites in
order to attract tourist, and for offering digital objects to tourist as a service.
- Media Professionals want to re-use digital objects in their productions, such as television and,
radio programmes, new multimedia productions, and web videos.
Short description
A user wants to order a digital object from the ECLAP portal, since it is either:
 Not downloadable
 The user wants to acquire extended rights to use it.
 The user needs a higher resolution / higher quality version of the digital object.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user wants information on how to order a digital object in order to re-use it.
2. The user sees various metadata fields that are of interest, most notably the rights information
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and the contact details of the content partner through which a license can be obtained.
3. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
None
Postconditions
None
Priority
Medium
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
External service
The aim of ECLAP is to provide access to performing arts content, not to be a clearing house for those
target users that want to obtain licenses. Therefore, the licensing services will be offered externally by
the content partners themselves. In most cases, the content partners will act as an intermediate between
the user that wants to obtain a license for re-use, and the rights holder, since many content partners do
not own the rights of their digital objects themselves.

Figure 7: Example of the rights information provided in VideoActive15, a portal which provides access to
television archives across Europe. The follow-up project of VideoActive is EUscreen16.

Use case has been fullfilled.
5.3.4 Sharing
UC.USC.004 – Sharing
Goal
A user wants to share a digital object.
Actor(s)
All target users. The target users most likely to use perform this use case are Leisure users. Most leisure
users regularly use social networking websites, and are accustomed to sharing content on websites and
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, and via e-mail.
Short description
15
16

http://www.videoactive.eu/
http://www.euscreen.eu/
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A user wants to share a digital object from the ECLAP portal with others by embedding the digital
object and by sending a link via e-mail.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
The user needs to be logged into the website he is posting the embed link to.
The user has already navigated to the page of the digital object.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user wants to share the digital object, and chooses the [share] option.
2. The user is offered multiple sharing options by the system, such as posting the digital object to
social media platforms, sharing a link via e-mail, and the option of copying and pasting a HTML
embed code.
3. The user chooses the option of sharing a link to the digital object on ECLAP on Facebook. (see case
1 and 2 in the remarks below).
4. The user sees a pop-up screen in which he can add his own, personal comment and a [share] and
[cancel] button.
5. The user adds his comment and selects [share].
6. The user leaves the ECLAP portal.
Alternative flow
A1:Due to copyright restrictions, it is not possible for a digital object to be fully embedded. In these
cases, only the metadata and descriptions are allowed to be visible on an external web page.
A4: The user first needs to log into Facebook in order to be able to share it.
Postconditions
 In the database, the following data is recorded:
1. which digital object has been shared
2. which website the digital object has been shared on
3. which user has shared the digital object
4. the time and date
 The embedding of the digital object in Facebook is saved as a trackback to the statistical analysis
back-end system.
Priority
Low
Relationships with other use cases
UC.LOC.001 – Browsing
UC.LOC.002 – Searching
Remarks
Various sharing possibilities and IPR
There are various sharing possibilities, which all have a different implication for IPR issues.
Case 1: Sharing links
Sharing an ECLAP link in a social network is not the same as sharing a digital object on a location
external to ECLAP. The link takes people to the portal itself, and only then can they play or view the
content and see the metadata. It is possible to use existing solutions such as AddToAny17 or AddThis18.

17
18

http://www.addtoany.com/
http://www.addthis.com/
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Figure 8: Screenshot of the AddToAny widget

Case 2: Embedding
Users on websites such as Flickr and YouTube often allow the digital objects to be embedded and
viewed on external websites. Embedding can be done by generating an embed code (HTML, JS) which
can be used to view the digital object externally.
Embed restrictions
Embedding (see Case 2 above) can be problematic for content providers, since “it can lead to a lack of
clarity as to the source and owner of content.” (see Minerva EC IPR Guidelines p. 50). Moreover, IPR
issues can also stipulate that a digital object can only be shown on the portal itself, and that external
viewing is not allowed. For instance, for the Video Active project, IPR holders agreed to allow
streaming of the video on the portal itself (due to the educational nature of the project), but this was
permitted only if embedding the videos elsewhere was disabled. In ECLAP, these and other IPR issues
will be formalised by partners in WP4, WP5 and WP6.
Unique URL
In order to generate an embed link for a digital object, it is required that each digital object has its own,
unique URL.
Use case has been fullfilled, except that embedding an object itself in an external website is not possible
due to IPR restrictions of the majority of the ECLAP content.

5.4

Community aspects

In this section, the most important use cases regarding ECLAP portal groups are described. A group can be
used to create a specific environment for different users and to define distribution channels. The access to the
content can be constrained to the registration to the group. Some groups will not be visible to all ECLAP
users. For instance, groups related to ECLAP management should only Giving feedback
5.4.1 Joining groups
UC.CA.001 – Joining one or more groups
Goal
A user want to join an ECLAP Portal group
Actor(s)
All users. Various target users will have different reasons for joining groups on ECLAP.
- Education and Research: users from this macro category are mostly interested in exchanging
knowledge and digital objects related to their research interests.
- Leisure Users: these users want to have social encounters with others who share their interests in
performing arts.
- Performing Arts Practitioners want to share experiences and information with fellow practitioners.
- Content Partners: the ECLAP content partners (and technical partners DSI, AXMEDIATECH and
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NTUA) want to exchange information on the progress of the ECLAP project.
Short description
A user want to access a restricted ECLAP portal area in which discussion on a specific topics are taking
place and in which digital objects related to their interests are accessible.
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user starts on the ECLAP portal home page and views the group list.
2. The user sees which groups are publicly accessible, and which ones are not.
3. The user clicks on the restricted group that is that is relevant to his interests.
4. The user lands on the restricted group page.
5. The user selects the [Request to join] option and a request is sent to the group manager.
6. The group manager receives the enrolment request and adds the user to the group.
7. The user receives an automatic e-mail notification of successful registration (provided by the Portal).
8. The user clicks on the link in the e-mail and lands on the group page, which is now no longer
restricted.
Alternative flow
A1. The user wants to view a digital object in which is interested in and that is not public but restricted to
members of a specific group.
A6: The group manager decides to refuse the user enrolment request (then the flow stops here)
Postconditions
 The user can view the private group home page and can access all group services that are
restricted to group members (forum, multimedia group contents, connection to other members,
etc.)
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.CA.003 – Managing groups
Remarks
Use case has been fullfilled.
5.4.2 Creating groups
UC.CA.002 – Creating groups
Goal
A user want to create a new group
Actor(s)
All users, ECLAP portal administrator (ADMIN).
The target users most likely interested in creating groups are:
- Education and Research: users from this macro category are mostly interested in exchanging
knowledge and digital objects related to their research interests.
- Leisure Users: these users want to have social encounters with others who share their interests in
performing arts.
- Performing Arts Practitioners want to share experiences and information with fellow practitioners.
- Content Partners: the ECLAP content partners (and technical partners DSI, AXMEDIATECH and
NTUA) want to exchange information on the progress of the ECLAP project.
Short description
A user wants to bring together people who are interested in a common topic and provide a thematic space
in the ECLAP portal in which access to services and content are restricted to the group members..
Preconditions
The user needs to be logged in.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. A user wants to create a new group and selects the [Send a request to the administrator] option on the
ECLAP home page.
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2. The user is redirected to form in which he has to fill out the group name and the reason for creating
the group.
3. The administrator receives the request via e-mail and clicks on the link which takes him to the new
group page.
4. The administrator creates the new group in the ECLAP Portal based on the information the user has
provided in step 2.
5. The administrator adds the person or persons who requested the creation of the group as group
member(s).
6. The administrator selects the group manager, which is typically the user who requested the creation of
the new group.
7. The group manager receives an automatic notification related to his/her new role in the group and can
now add members, digital objects, and forums and manage the group settings.
Alternative flow
A4a: The administrator decides that the creation of the group is not relevant to the ECLAP project and
denies the request.
A4b: The user who requested the creation of the new group receives an e-mail message that informs him
that his request has been denied.
Postconditions
 The group members can view the private group home page, can access all group services
restricted to the group members (e.g. forum, multimedia group contents, connecting to other
members.), and can send messages to the group administrator, etc.
 A public presentation page is created for the new group on which non-group members can find
information on the new group.
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.CA.001 – Joining one or more groups
Remarks
Use case has been fullfilled.
5.4.3 Managing groups
UC.CA.003 – Managing groups
Goal
A user wants to manage a group in ECLAP Portal
Actor(s)
Portal administrator
Group manager (can be any user who has created a group,.
Short description
A user wants to stimulate exchange between the group members, for instance by attracting attention to
the topic which has lead to the group’s creation and by providing them with useful and efficient services
and information.
Preconditions
A group has been created by the Portal administrator.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The group manager (or the ECLAP portal administrator) navigates to the group home page and can
gain access to the following services:
 Editing the public/private home page
 Creating forums topics
 Sending messages to all group users
 Creating new pages
 Uploading new digital objects
 Managing members (e.g. excluding a member of the group if the member’s behaviour does not
confirm to the rules of the ECLAP portal or the specific group)
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2. The group manager (or the Portal administrator) save the changes made on the group profile
3. The group members can see the changes and access to any new group services
Alternative flow
A1a: The group manager has received a specific request from a group member which can only be added
by the group manager and processed the user’s request.
A1b: The user continues the basic flow of events.
Postconditions
 The group members have access to new services, information and / or digital objects on the
group page.
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
UC.CA.002 – Creating groups
Remarks
Expanding the use case
The examples given of the services that a group manager can supply to group members are the most
important ones. During the further development of the portal, more services and functionalities can be
added.
Use case has been fullfilled.

5.5

Access to ECLAP via mobile devices

The use case below describes the possibility for a user to access the ECLAP portal and the content available
by using a mobile device, and to organise the downloaded content in his device by using a specific
application. A mobile device is defined here as the major mobile platforms on the market, such as Windows
Mobile smartphones, iPhone/iPad and/or Android based devices.
5.5.1 Using and managing digital objects on mobile devices
UC.MOB.001 – Using and managing digital objects on mobile devices
Goal
A user wants to access the ECLAP portal and its digital objects by using a mobile device.
Actor(s)
All users.
Short description
A user wants to visit the ECLAP portal by using his mobile device to view and download a digital
object in a format compatible with the device’s capabilities. Also the user wants to use a specific
application available on his mobile device to organize the digital object. so that the content is much
more better
Preconditions
 The user has a compatible mobile device.
 The digital object is available in the format which can be viewed on the device.
 A specific application for mobiles is available and is compatible with user’s device operative
system
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. The user accesses to ECLAP portal and downloads an application specific for his mobile device
(the Organizer);
2. The user installs the application and starts it.
3. A main screen is shown which offers the possibility to the user to select basic operations, such as:
a. getting access to the ECLAP portal directly with the mobile device.
b. using the taxonomy tree for browsing.
c. opening the digital object available on the device.
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d. seeing the digital objects available in his device organised in a list of icons.
e. perform a local search of the content he had downloaded to his mobile device.
4. The user select the icon “Web” in the main screen to access the ECLAP portal with the mobile
device.
5. The user searches for a digital object on the portal by using the mobile device Web browser.
6. The user can log in on the portal by using the same credentials used he would when he accesses the
portal via a PC.
7. The user searches and downloads a digital object if he has the rights to do so.
8. After the download a message is shown asking the user to open the digital object.
9. The user can decide to open that digital object or to go on the main screen to search the digital
objects available on his device.
10. When the user selects the icon which identifies the digital object, the digital object is opened.
11. The user can perform some basic operation on his device to organize the digital object. For
example, he can decide to delete a digital object or to search for updated digital objects. These are
digital objects that the user has downloaded to his mobile device and to which for instance new
metadata has been added on the ECLAP server.
12. The application allows the user to personalise some basic settings which allows him to better
organise the digital objects on his mobile device. Basic settings that can be personalised are for
instance how to order the results or the list of local objects and the url of the ECLAP server.
Alternative flow
A1a: The user wants to update his application.
A1b: The user sees that a new update of the application is available on the ECLAP portal and updates it
with a simple and guided procedure.
Postconditions
None
Priority
High
Relationships with other use cases
All other use cases.
Remarks
Mobile organiser
The mobile organizer application should search digital objects inside the user’s mobile device and
organise them into icons and/or lists; the application can show the user the retrieved files via icons.

5.6

New use cases

The table below gives an overview of all the new use cases, which target users are most likely to execute a
use cases. The reasons why a target user group is most likely to perform a use case are explained in the
respective use cases. It is also indicated in the remarks whether a use case might also be of interest to other
target users.
Use case
Use case 1: Student of higher education –
paper on Dario Fo
(SHEP)
Use case 2: Student of higher education –
sharing and creating videos
(SHEV)
Use case 3: Researcher – preparing a
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Alexander, 24. Master student of Arts and Culture at the
University of Leiden. NL
Digital literacy: high
Arianna, 19. Student of Performing Arts studies at the
University of Rome. IT
Digital literacy: high
Mike, 25. Junior researcher and lecturer at the University of
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keynote presentation
(RKEY)
Use case 4: Teacher of higher education –
online teaching
(THEO)
Use case 5: Leisure user – exploring a
virtual exhibition
(LUVE)
Use case 6: Cultural Content Manager –
ECLAP as (Linked) Open Data
(LOD)
Use case 7: ECLAP partner – creating a
virtual exhibition
(EPVE)

Sussex. UK
Digital literacy: medium
Andrea, 40. Professor in Theatre Studies at the Freie
Universität Berlin. HU
Digital literacy: medium
Anna, 63. Retired administrative assistant now working
voluntarily in a cultural institute that programmes activities
such as poetry readings, plays and musical recitals. PL
Digital literacy: low
Tim, 35. ICT specialist at the R&D department of the New
York Public Library for the Performing Arts, puppeteer
enthusiast. FR
Digital literacy: high
Pilar, 34. Information specialist at a performing arts
institute in Barcelona, plays in an orchestra in her free time.
ES
Digital literacy: high

Table 4: Overview of new use cases developed for DE2.1.2

The first four of the seven use cases are related to the macro category Education & Research, since a large
number of of people that answered the general survey fall into this category (54%). The focus lies on target
users involved in higher education (both theory and practice), since this has been determined to be a highly
important group for ECLAP19. However, the use cases are also relevant for target users that fall into other
(macro) categories. The last two out of the seven use cases are written from the view of cultural content
professionals. One of these cases (creating a virtual exhibition) specifically has been written from the
perspective of a fictive ECLAP content partner, since all content partners have requested to be able to create
and / or contribute to virtual exhibitions. The remaining use case has been written from the perspective of a
leisure user / performing arts lover.
In the ‘Remarks’ section of each use case, references are made to statistics from desk research, the user
studies (surveys, interviews, usability tests and user metrics). These statistics can all be found in DE6.2.1.

5.7

Use case 1: Student of higher education – paper on Dario Fo

Number + name
UC1.Student of higher education - paper on Dario Fo (SHEP)
Goal
Finding information about the plays created by Dario Fo and determining the research topic for a
paper.
User input
Survey participants: “I want access to [a large amount of material] not available elsewhere”. “[A
strong point of ECLAP is that it offers] good and reliable content of important institutions of Europe”.
Persona details
Alexander, 24 years old, Master student of Arts and Culture at the University of Leiden
 Nationality: Dutch, currently lives in Leiden
 Activity: Research on playwright and theatre director Dario Fo
 Digital literacy: High
User story
Alexander is in his first year of the Arts and Culture Research Master at University of Leiden. He
needs to write a paper about Dario Fo in which he needs to write about the number and breadth of his
plays and the locations where they were performed, both inside and outside Italy. Alexander is
19

See also DE6.2.1 ECLAP Specific Services for more information on the definition of educational users..
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searching all kind of content needed, documents and texts. However he is specifically looking for
videos related to the task, which he prefers over reading texts and university books. He will look at all
websites suggested by his teachers and other mentors and trusts the suggestions they give him, hoping
to find reliable content to use for his own goal of studying and researching. The teachers suggested
that Alexander uses the ECLAP portal, which is specifically focussed on Performing Arts content
contributed by European performing arts institutions. Alexander feels that he can trust ECLAP
information and content, because these institutions are partners in the project. The professional and
somehow quite simple design and colours of the ECLAP portal confirm his impression that it is a
reliable portal.
Preconditions
 The user does not need to be logged in to perform this use case. He can view the metadata of any
content item (audio, video, document, image) that he wants. However, for viewing or listening to
some content items, he may have to have special permissions, and thus a user account.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. Alexander navigates to the ECLAP portal. He is tempted to dive right in, but first he’d like to
know more about the background of the project. He clicks on ‘About ECLAP’ to find out more.
2. He lands on the project description page and sees that the information is also translated in Dutch.
Although his English is quite good, he’s more comfortable reading long texts in his mother tongue,
so he chooses the option to read the description in Dutch.
3. Now that he knows more about the project and that the Dario Fo & Franca Rame Archive is part of
ECLAP, he’s confident he will find a lot of material for his assignment.
4. He goes back to the main page and enters the search query “Dario Fo” in the simple search bar. He
presses [Enter] to start the search.
5. Alexander sees that there are a lot of search results and sees that there are a lot of different digital
object types in the list, but he want to filter out only the video content. He refines the results by
choosing ‘Video’ (8 in total) from the ‘Content type’ facet, thus excluding ‘Audio’, ‘Image’ and
‘Text’.
6. He sees a new list of search results, but wants to specifically look at videos of Dario Fo
performances. He sees that the ‘Video’ option from the ‘Content type’ facet is now showing
specific options, like ‘Interview’, ‘Lecture’ and ‘Performance’ (options without any results are not
shown in the list). He chooses the latter.
7. Alexander now has a list of search results he’d like to explore further. He notices that some content
is not freely accessible to him, unless he’s been added to the Dario Fo & Franca Rame Archive
group on ECLAP. He prefers to only choose those videos that he can view directly. He chooses to
view the first video in the list that is freely accessible.
8. He lands on the video page and watches the performance, since he can see in the video player that
it’s only 3 minutes long. He’s interested to see that he can find a lot of interesting information
about the performance on the page. For instance, he can see in which country the performance took
place and on which date, but also that the video is part of a Virtual Exhibition on ‘Director’s
methods’ curated by the ECLAP partners. Alessandro is really interested in the exhibition and
clicks on the title of the exhibition to learn more.
9. He lands on the page or the exhibition and sees a selection of content related to the theme
‘Director’s methods’, such as lectures by Dario Fo on directing theatre plays, but also script notes
by other directors from the collections of other ECLAP partners. Also, there is a description about
the exhibition that describes the background of the theme and the various content items that have
been added to it.
10. Alexander chooses a lecture of Dario Fo to learn more about his work and his methods.
11. On the video page, he notices that the video has been categorised in the performing arts discipline
‘Theatre’, but more specifically in the sub-genre ‘Commedia dell'Arte’
Also, he sees a suggestion of related objects that also have to do with ‘Commedia dell'Arte’. This
is a genre he’s very familiar with, but which he’d like to explore for his assignment! He clicks on
this term to find all objects on the ECLAP portal that have been labelled with this genre.
12. In the end, Alexander decides to write his paper on Dario Fo’s incorporation of political issues in
the Commedia dell’Arte genre and uploads the paper to the ECLAP portal when he has completed
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his course.
Alternative flow
None
Postconditions
 A new digital object (Alexander’s paper on Dario Fo) has been uploaded to the portal.
Remarks
New requirements with respect to present version of the ECLAP portal are:
 Implementation of a more detailed faceted search
 Updated taxonomy
 The user can see the playing time of a video in the video player
At the moment, a relatively small number of content items to be contributed to ECLAP (1 million)
have been provided (around 64,000). However, nominally this is already a large number. From the
general survey, it became clear that users want to be able to search through ECLAP’s great amount of
content easily. When asked explicitly what the portal should improve, 8 our of 49 people stated that
clustering content is a crucial aspect. 7 out of 12 usability testers also indicated that this is important.
Also, 72% of the general survey participants (43 in total) indicated that the contextual information
about the content is one of the key features that they find most useful and relevant for the current
performing arts websites they use. Virtual exhibitions have been requested as a feature by all ECLAP
content partners, since they see it as a great way of providing this contextual information.
At the moment, a lot of the traffic on the ECLAP portal goes towards the web pages (33%, e.g.
conference web page), group pages (35%). 25% of the traffic is related to accessing content. This
percentage is expected to change in the future when [1] the number of non-ECLAP parter users
increases [2] more content is added to the portal and [3] the usability of the portal is improved.
This use case is related to Use case 5: Leisure user – exploring a virtual exhibition (LUVE) and Use
case 7: ECLAP partner – creating a virtual exhibition (EPVE) and the existing use case Locating
Digital Objects (LC).

5.8

Use case 2: Student of higher education – sharing and creating videos

Number + name
UC2.Student of higher education– sharing and creating videos (SHEV)
Goal
To get video content to make a new production and to share user generated content with the ECLAP
community
User input
Expert interview: “Very useful would be, to make it [ECLAP] complimentary to teaching by
recording your own performances and analyse and annotate them on the portal. Recording, listening
and analysing is an important part of music tuition but there are no specific tools for that.”

Expert interview: “[We need] something that is intuitive in terms of supporting that reflective space
[students] need to be. To document their work: like with short movies, quickly annotate them and do
research on something else out in the digital world [at the same time] – connecting their thoughts and
their ideas to it.”
Persona details
Arianna, 19 years old, student of Performing Arts studies at the University of Rome
 Nationality: Italian, currently lives in Rome
 Activity: Studying to become a video editor and photographer
 Digital literacy: High
User story
Arianna is in her first years of Performing Arts studies at University of Rome. She is enrolled in the
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course for video editing and production. She likes to shoot and edit videos on Performing Arts and she
dreams of becoming a famous video director.
Therefore she is always looking for Performing Arts professionals to show them her video
productions. She looks for festivals, events or conferences where she could make her recording of
performances and multiply her chances to be appointed for a job in video editing. She is active on
various social networks to interact with other practitioners in the field of Performing Arts.
Arianna just finished editing a video about the monologue performed by a friend who’s an
actress. Many friends encouraged her in showing this video production to the largest possible
audience to gain visibility both for the friend actress and for Arianna herself to boost her profile as a
video editor. She will look at all websites suggested by her friends and teachers. They suggested her
to use the ECLAP portal, which is specifically focussed on Performing Arts content and also a social
network, as the right place to upload her video. The ECLAP portal gives her the possibility to upload
her own videos and events related to Performing Arts and to create personal collections with her
videos that she can then share with the ECLAP community members.
Preconditions
 The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case. She wants to upload her own video, and
therefore needs a user account.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. Arianna navigates to the ECLAP portal. She checks documents and manuals about the ECLAP
portal to find how she can best upload her video.
2. She read the “How to upload” page and chooses the ‘Registered users’ option, reading all the
information in English.
3. Now that she knows how to upload content, Arianna checks what other users (non-ECLAP
partners) have already uploaded. She goes back to the main page and selects “Video” in the
Content Type facet and “Community Content” from the Provider facet. She presses [Enter] to start
the search.
4. Arianna sees that there are a lot of search results. She refines the results by choosing ‘Theatre’
from the Performing Arts Discipline facet, thus excluding all the other disciplines in the facet.
5. She selects a few videos that appeal to her and puts them in a playlist. She looks at them by
selecting the “Play all” option, which puts the videos in a virtual slide show and plays them backto-back. This allows her to compare the way they are shot and edited.
6. She notices that some content is not very well edited and sees that she’s allowed to download and
edit these videos, since they have a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike license. She
downloads the videos in order to edit them and to improve her editing experience.
7. She edits the content downloaded with her Final Cut software, preparing in few hours three new
short videos on theatre. After doing so, she is ready to upload the video she created from her own
footage plus the three short videos she edited. She does this under the same conditions that the
videos she’s based her new works on have (CC BY-SA).
8. She opens the uploading option, fills in the required metadata fields (title, description, rights,
creator) and the optional fields subjects and classification. For the latter two fields, she uses terms
from the autocomplete suggestion option (‘monologue’) and the ECLAP taxonomy for Performing
Arts disciplines (‘Performance art’) respectively. She does this for each video separately.
9. She groups the four videos together with the Personal collection option and posts it on a forum in
which people share their own performing arts videos.
10. Then Arianna checks if there are events in the ECLAP online calendar in Rome that she can go to
in order to go to record the event with her video camera, edit and upload in the ECLAP portal. She
sees that an interesting event is taking place next week at the theatre around her corner and exports
the events from the ECLAP calendar to her own Google Calendar
11. She also knows there is an interesting event taking place at the University of Rome in a month. In
the calendar, she chooses the ‘Add event’ option and fills out the metadata fields (Event title,
Location, Time, URL) and clicks ‘Save’.
Alternative flow
None
Postconditions
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 Four videos have been uploaded to the portal
 A playlist has been created
 A collection has been created
 An event has been added to the ECLAP calendar
Remarks
New requirements with respect to present version of the ECLAP portal are:
 Export calendar event to Google calendar
 Play all feature for playlists
From the general survey, it became clear that 25% of the respondents see playlists as an attractive
feature of the performing arts websites they are currently using. Specifically, the three university
student users that tested the playlist option in ECLAP in-depth indicated that they would like to have a
‘play all’ feature.
The respondents of the general survey were asked to describe their ideal performing arts portal. Out of
the people that , only 7 people mentioned features not offered by ECLAP. 5 of them specifically
stated that they would like to have an event calendar to see not only the ECLAP events, but other
performing arts events as well. 4 out of 12 usability test participants also mention they would like to
have this feature.
Currently, the event calendar in ECLAP (which for now only contains project-related events) is
already one of the most view items in the main menu of the portal (289 clicks between 1 september
and 30 November 2011, 10th most popular menu option).
In order for the ECLAP event calendar to become really attractive to users, it needs to contain a lot of
data from different countries. Therefore, it would be preferable for ECLAP partners to harvest data of
existing performing arts event databases20 to the calendar. Whether this is feasible – it is for instance
vital that this kind of data is openly available – will be investigated. A multinational performing arts
event database would however also be a very interesting development for target users that work in the
Tourism industry.
Finally, being able to download content is mentioned by the general survey respondents as one of the
most attractire features of the performing arts websites they currently use – 45% (27 of 60) state this
is important to them. This is confirmed by the users metrics of the ECLAP portal. 87% of the content
is viewed, and 13% is also downloaded, which means that users are indeed interested in downloading
content. Of course, it will not be possible to offer users the opportunity to download all content on
ECLAP, since IPR issues need to be taken into account.
This use case is related to the existing use cases Calendar (CAL), Community Aspects (CA), IPR
Information (IPR), Locating Digital Objects (LC), Using and Sharing (USDO) and Viewing Digital
Objects (VDO).

5.9

Use case 3: Researcher – preparing a keynote presentation

Number + name
UC3.Researcher– preparing a keynote presentation (RKEY)
Goal
Searching digital objects for a keynote presentation and extracting the required referencing data for
the accompanying paper bibliography.
User input
Expert interview: “My favourite tool would be something that would make searching easier, that
20

Examples of current events websites that survey participants use are www.whatsonstage.com (UK) and
http://www.uitbureau.nl/ (NL, to become accessible as open data).
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would give the possibility to work with the resources and thesauri. I need access to sources I know I
can trust. […] I like my students to have [access to] fragments of text or other resources – also the
citation – a relation with the physical world. Theatre studies are very visual [but] working with visual
materials [on the University] is not very common in Poland. It needs to be easy to use.”
Expert interview: “It’s changing. We have now younger teachers. Ten years ago teachers were
relatively older. Teachers always thought student knew better than them about tech. Younger teachers
now are more aware of searching/researching and more confident about their own tech and research
skills.”
Persona details
Mike, 25 years old. Junior researcher and lecturer at the University of Sussex
 Nationality: British, currently living in Brighton (UK)
 Activity: Research into the topic ‘Activist Theatre’
 Digital literacy: Medium
User story
Mike is doing research for a keynote presentation on ‘Activist Theatre’ at a conference on Theatre
Studies. He’s in need of visual resources of specific theatre performances to visualize historical
parallels. He’s searching for audio-visual resources to illustrate a specific theatre genre (activist
theatre), in a specific period, from several European countries. He doesn’t know which countries yet
and wants to explore a broad range of collections with a large geographical spread.
Preconditions
 The user does not need to be logged in to perform this use case. He can view the metadata of any
content item (audio, video, document, image) that he wants. However, for viewing or listening to
some content items, he may have to have special permissions, and thus a user account.
 The user is logged into his reference management software system.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. Mike is looking at content provider pages to get key information of the collections and content of
the website. This way he knows in advance what to expect and knows he’s will not lose precious
research time with a pointless search
2. Mike uses the simple search field to start his research with the search term Activist Theatre
3. Mike quickly scans the results for something that looks interesting or familiar, but decides he
wants to be able to filter the results to refine his search. He uses the faceted search options and
decides to filter out User Generated Content under the ‘Provider’ facet and selects the ‘Only
ECLAP partner content’ tick box.
4. Mike gets a new list of search results that only contains content from ECLAP partners.
5. Mike then decides he first wants to focus on content from Italy and selects this country from the
‘Geographical location’ facet.
6. Mike gets a new list of search results that only contains content from ECLAP partners and content
that is related to Italy.
7. Mike selects a video from the list of search results.
8. Mike views the video on the content item page, but he thinks the audio is too loud and changes
the volume in the volume bar of the video player. Also, the video is quite long, so he skips to the
last minute or so to quickly browse through it.
9. Mike likes the video a lot and wants to use it for his presentation. Therefore he wants to find out if
he’s allowed to present the video publicly. He looks at the copyright information presented in the
metadata. In the ‘Rights’ metadata he sees he can only stream the video, not download it.
10. Mike then chooses to embed a link to the video in his PowerPoint presentation, which he copies
and pastes from the address bar in the browser.
11. Mike goes back to the search results and limits them further by choosing from the ‘Rights’ facet
only content that he can download (for instance, content with a Creative Commons license,
content in the Public Domain and content with a CC0 Public Domain dedication).
12. From the refined lists of results, Mike chooses a video with a Creative Commons Attribution
license.
13. He downloads the video and embeds it in his presentation.
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14. Mike is very pleased to discover a Zotero21 icon among the social media buttons on ECLAP.
Zotero is his favourite tool for importing, managing and exporting references.
15. Mike clicks the Zotero button and his personal Zotero account is opened in his browser. Mike
checks which metadata is extracted from ECLAP into his Zotero environment and finds out that
that the unique URL, creator, title, publisher, publishing date, content provider and date of
visiting the webpage are automatically saved in his new Zotero record.
Alternative flow
A1: Mike cannot find resources related to his research. He decides to get in contact with the most
promising content providers to inquire after possible non-published resources via the contact
information on the ECLAP content partner web pages.
A2: Mike finds interesting content, but cannot access the content because he needs to be added as a
Trusted User to the group of the content partner that has uploaded the materials. He creates an
account, joins the group, gets permission and then accesses the content he’s interested in.
A3: Mike does not use the Zotero social icon on the ECLAP portal, but the “Save to Zotero” icon in
his address bar.22
Figure 9: Example of a "Save to Zotero" button in the address bar of a browser (book icon on the left)

Postconditions
 The user has a saved a digital object to his own hard disk.
 The user has the URL and reference data to the resource saved in his personal reference
environment, Zotero
Remarks
New features with respect to present version of the ECLAP portal:
 Embedding links to content is an available feature but not exposed
 Faceted search on rights models
 Exporting data toward Zotero (for example with a Social Icon), or other similar reference
management tools
 The automated collection of visited content
A salient result of the usability tests was that the 3 users that were asked to copy the link of a content
item page could not locate it in the technical metadata, since they are used to copying it directly from
the address bar in the browser.
Furthermore, many isers in the Education & Research category use reference managers, such as
RefWorks, EndNote and online reference managers like Mendelay and Zotero. Zotero particularly is a
very large reference management open source software project. It has around 620,000 registered
accounts, compared to the 70,000 of its close competitor Mendeley23 (Takats, 2011). Exporting
references to users’ personal tools like Zotero might cost some technical development, since each tool
might require its own mapping from metadata fields of the ECLAP schema to the metadata fields used
in the external tools itself. However, Zotero works together with websites (YouTube and Vimeo to
name a few) in order to facilitate this mapping and to create so-called Zotero Translators (see also A3
in the Alternative Flow above). The code of the Zotero Translators is freely available and re-usable.24
This use case is related to the existing use cases Community Aspects (CA), Locating Digital Objects
(LC), Using and Sharing (USDO) and Viewing Digital Objects (VDO).

21

http://www.zotero.org/
In order for this feature to work, a Zotero translator needs to be written, which identifies the metadata fields need to
be imported to Zotero. For documentation on this process, see http://www.zotero.org/support/dev/translators.
23
http://www.mendeley.com/
24
See http://www.zotero.org/support/dev/translators/coding#web_translators.
22
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5.10 Use case 4: Teacher of higher education – online teaching
Number + name
UC4.Teacher of higher education – online teaching (THEO)
Goal
Modelling a closed group environment to let students interact online with only the required digital
resources and tools
User input
Expert interview: “This semester I thought a class that was entirely archival based, we spend three
weeks of the semester with opening databases on a big screen and guidance in connecting research
questions and basic archival searching. […] Computer literacy and critical thinking are not connected
[…] Students are bombarded with images, but don’t have the vocabulary [to deal with that in a
scholarly way].”

Expert interview: “They had to spend quite a bit of dedicated time in overcoming anxiety and
miscomprehension [of using scholarly databases]. Dance students make sense of who they are through
the [physical] body and bodily practice. They have a clear separation between being in the studio and
moving and sitting behind a screen and doing theory. Finding bridges between those experiences is
really important.”
Persona details
Andrea, 40 years old. Professor in Theatre Studies at the Freie Universität Berlin
 Nationality: Hungarian, currently living in Berlin (DE)
 Activity: designing an introductory course on drama and theatre for BA students
 Digital literacy: Medium
User story
Andrea is preparing for her class: an introductory course on drama and theatre for first year students at
the Linguistics department of the university. After her colleague Horst has retired last year she now
has taken over this course and redesigned it herself. Hip, hip, hurray: finally total control over what
the students have to encounter. But dealing with first year students puts her in a difficult position. She
wants to connect with this generation in means and methods, but doesn’t want to overload them. She
is committed to teach them the basics first and focus on the fundamental questions of search and
research. She’s already quite familiar with the ECLAP portal, which she has used for finding content
for her research on previous occasions. This time however, she wants to integrate the portal more into
her lesson plan and she decides to create a group that is only accessible for her students in order to
exchange content and information related to her class.
Preconditions
 The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
 The user already knows quite well how to search for content on ECLAP
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. Andrea goes to the ECLAP portal to create a group specifically designed and only accessible for
the students of her class.
2. Andrea goes to her profile and from there selects the option “Create group”.
3. Andreas names it Introduction in European drama and theatre, FU Berlin, 2e sem 2011
4. Andrea gives her assistant Uli the status of group moderator by adding Uli’s email address to the
group’s list and assigning her the status ‘Admin’.
5. Andrea invites 12 students to the closed group via email
6. Andrea looks for information how to adapt the group interface to the needs of the course and the
students, which under the option ‘Personalise’ on the group page.
7. Andrea models the group environment to her wishes: she removes group page components she is
not going to use: the tab Broadcast (option to send a message to all group members) and the tab
Pages.
8. Andrea models the group environment further by removing components she is not going to use:
the components content, organize personal collections (too complicated for her students, playlists
are sufficient), connection requests, keyword clouds and groups. Now they can focus on
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searching, viewing, adding annotations and composing playlists – just the type of tools she needs
to set up the class.
9. Andrea then searches on the ECLAP portal for content she wants to use in the classes. She finds
some valuable materials on Dario Fo, a variety of relevant videos, images, texts and audio
recordings that she all adds to the playlists she’s created specifically for the class. She makes a
separate playlist for each week of the class that she can refer to in the student’s assignments.
10. Andrea links all the playlists she has created to the group page of the class.
11. Andrea tells her assistant Uli to send a reminder via email to all invited group members to register
to the ECLAP group before the class starts
12. When the students attend the first class, Andrea asks them to log in to the group on their laptops
and tablets.
13. Andrea is discussing videos she added to the playlist of the first week with the group and streams
them via a laptop and beamer
14. The students are simultaneously browsing the group content on laptops. Andrea asks them to save
two videos of their choice to their own accounts and write a short comparative essay on the two
videos and publish the texts as blog posts in the closed group.
Alternative flow
A1: Instead of using the private group, Andrea uses the Moodle environment on ECLAP to create a
course.
A2: Instead of using the blog to exchange essays, Andrea opts to use the group’s discussion forum
and asks the users to start a group discussion there each week as a group assignment.
Postconditions
 The user is teaching with an ECLAP group
 12 new users have registered to the ECLAP portal
 12 blog posts have been added to the group by the students
Remarks
Additional features with respect to ECLAP now:
 The creation of a group by a user without the intermediate help of an ECLAP administrator.
 Personalization of the group interface.
More than half of the teachers (20, 55%) that answered the educational survey stated that they use
virtual learning environments. This ranges from a combination of an administrative and information
exchange system like Blackboard (65%) to generic document / inforamtion exhange services like
those of Google (53%, e.g. Google Docs and Blogger). ECLAP already offers a Moodle environment
for creating courses (used y 17% of the educational respondents), but offering a more generic and in
some case simpler environment like a group can stimulate teachers and students alike to use ECLAP
for educational purposes. In fact, the educational experts interviewed stressed the importance of
offering simple tools like blogs and email communication with students, since teachers are not so
likely to use sophisticated yet complicated tools. It should be noted however that of those teachers
using a virtual learning environment, almost half (10, 44%) are obliged to use the one assigned to
theim by the institution that employs them. This means chances are slim of those teachers using
ECLAP as a virtual learning environment, although they can of course still use it to find content to
incorporate in their classes. Being able to personalize and online environment was also mentioned to
be an important aspect by the educational experts that were interviewed.
As of yet, groups can only be created by sending an email to the ECLAP administrator. Furthermore,
ECLAP has not yet been positioned as a possible e-Learing environment amon the users. Hus, no
groups besides the ones related to the ECLAP partners have been created on the portal. The portal
does already have 100 registered users (out of 637 total registered users) that have indicted that they
are affiliated to an educational and / or research institution (38 of which are ECLAP partners). This is
a key group to target and stimulate to use the portal for educational purposes in order to broaden
ECLAP’s user base. Especially when teachers adopt ECLAP for their work, their many students are
likely to follow.
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Although no specific use cases were developed for all the various target user groups, this use case is
also of interest to Performing Arts Practitioners that want to collaboratively analyse their
performances and could thus also have been written from this perspective.
This use case is related to the existing use cases Community Aspects (CA), Locating Digital Objects
(LC), Using and Sharing (USDO) and Viewing Digital Objects (VDO).

5.11 Use case 5: Leisure user – exploring a virtual exhibition
Number + name
UC5.Leisure User – exploring a virtual exhibition (LUVE)
Goal
Exploring ECLAP through Virtual Exhibitions curated by ECLAP partners
User input
Survey participants: “I want some form of curated content clustering.” “Browsing content should be
inviting and guide me through the collections.”
Persona details
Anna, 63 years old. Retired administrative assistant now working voluntarily in a cultural institute
that programmes activities such as poetry readings, plays and musical recitals.
 Nationality: Polish, currently lives in Kraków.
 Activity: Finding more background information about European performing out, without a
clear goal in mind.
 Digital literacy: Low
User story
Anna works as a volunteer for the cultural institute in her hometown, Kraków. She attends the events
that are organised by the institution at least once a week. Anna is also the hostess that welcomes and
assists visiting artists a couple of times a month. Although she’s always been interested in performing
arts in general, she feels she lacks some basic background knowledge about European performing arts
that she would like to have to be able to talk more in-depth to the artists that visit the cultural
institution. From a friend she learned about the ECLAP portal and about the broad collections it hosts.
She decides to see what she can find on the portal, although she’s not very familiar with using the
internet – she’s only been online for a few years.
Preconditions
None
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. Anna goes to the ECLAP portal and takes a minute to see what options the portal offers. She’s
attracted by the current virtual exhibition on musical performances that is featured on the home
page. She clicks on the banner and lands on the virtual exhibition page.
2. She first reads the introductory text of the exhibition and then sees that she can browse through the
exhibition in various ways: [1] per ECLAP partner that contributed to the exhibition (5 partners
who added 10 objects each), [2] per taxonomy term added to each of the digital objects in the five
collections and [3] see all the objects on one page as a whole.
3. Anna first opts to see all objects on one page, because she thinks she can best figure out where to
go next from that point. She clicks on the ‘See all items’ option and all fifty items are presented as
thumbnails. She sees one thumbnail of a video with a musical performance of an orchestra from
Spain, which interests her. She clicks on it and a page opens in which she can view the video and
read the contextualising information provided by the Spanish ECLAP partner.
4. After watching the video, she would like to return to the exhibition. She sees a bar with the
thumbnails of the other objects in the exhibition. She scrolls through it and chooses an image from
a Polish conductor that she’s heard of before.
5. While on the virtual exhibition page of the image of the Polish conductor she notices that there is a
link available to the English Wikipedia page on the conductor. She’s very happy about this, since
the information on Wikipedia is a nice accompaniment to the rich information and content on the
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ECLAP portal. She decides to open the Wikipedia page in another window to read later, because
she wants to explore the virtual exhibition a bit more.
6. From the virtual exhibition page of the Polish conductor, she chooses to view only the digital
objects selected by the Polish ECLAP partner. She lands on the virtual exhibition page of the
Polish partner and sees all the ten items that the partner added. She decides to watch them in a
slide show that allows her to view all ten items and their accompanying texts back-to-back.
7. After completing the virtual exhibition slide show Anna feels she has learned enough for now, but
decides to go back to the portal later to explore it in more detail.
Alternative flow
None
Postconditions
None
Remarks
What is new with respect to the current version of the ECLAP portal:
 Virtual exhibition of content.
Virtual exhibitions are a great tool for contextualising collections, making connections between them
explicit and by providing a service to the visitor of a heritage website. (Styliani et al. 2009) For
instance, six virtual exhibitions have been curated so far within the scope of Europeana, ranging from
themes like Art Noveau to From Dada To Surrealism.25 More have been planned to be eveloped in the
future, among which a virtual exhibition co-curated with the Digital Public Library of America on the
migation of Europeans to the United States. (Heackock 2011)
Furthermore, the general survey respondents (43 out of 60) stated that they consider contextual
information a key feature of the performing arts websites they currently use – something that curated
virtual exhibitions on ECLAP can offer them.
This use case is related to Use case 7: ECLAP partner – creating a virtual exhibition and the existing
use cases Locating Digital Objects (LC), and Viewing Digital Objects (VDO).

5.12 Use case 6: Cultural Content Manager – ECLAP as (Linked) Open Data
Number + name
UC6. Cultural Content Manager – ECLAP as (Linked) Open Data (LOD)
Goal
Collecting and presenting performing arts digital resources via API
User input
Expert interview: “I encourage them to develop systems themselves, working environments to support
their research and learning – very hands on and developing – with a lot repurposing of existing
options and the ability to take your information and repurpose it in other spaces – to the of this is an
API. Users need to be able to find things with out the intervention of the library and to reappropriate
data to a local teaching and researching context. It’s not about performance but about re-performing
with you data […] [and] completely recontextualizing the collections. Portals are not sufficient in
themselves.”
Persona details
Tim, 35 years old. ICT specialist at the R&D department of the New York Public Library for the
Performing Arts, puppeteer enthusiast
 Place of birth: Paris, currently working in New York
 Activity: Making a proof-of-concept website based on various open data resources in the
performing arts domain
 Digital literacy: High
25

For an overview of the exhibitions, see http://exhibitions.europeana.eu/.
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User story
Tim works at the Research and Development department of the New York Public Library. He has
been asked to develop a website by using various open data resources in the performing arts domain,
since the NYPL is exploring the ever-growing domain and possibilities of open data. He would like to
explore various ways of accessing and using these data sources to develop a true proof-of-concept
website. He has heard from a colleague that attended a conference organised by the ECLAP project
that the ECLAP website offers a rich set of data, which is accessible via an API and as Linked Open
Data under the Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication. Some of the content related to the data
is available under a Creative Commons license. Tim decides to explore the various options of re-using
the ECLAP dataset and to incorporate it in the website by focussing on his personal interest in
puppetry.
Preconditions
 The data and content available under an open licence that allows reuse.26
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. Tim navigates to the ECLAP portal and sees that the ECLAP data is accessible via the ‘Services’
menu. He selects the ‘Open data’ option in the menu and lands on the page data.eclap.eu
2. Tim sees that there are various ways of accessing and using the data. Firstly, Tim decides to look
at the API documentation available on the open data page to see which queries he can use to search
through the full-text data and which classifications and sets he can use to filter information. He’s
happy to see that fuzzy search has been implemented – this makes it much easier to find the data
he needs.
3. After reading the documentation he decides to search through the metadata by entering queries in
the address bar of the browser. He filters on specific performing arts discipline ‘Puppetry’ to
retrieve all data that has been classified with this taxonomy term.
4. Tim sees that the data he finds also contains user generated content, so he uses a query with which
he filters out this content, since he wants to focus on collections from performing arts institutions.
5. He retrieves all metadata related to the digital objects on puppetry contributed by ECLAP content
partners in .xml.
6. Tim uses the data, which contains information about the geographical coverage of the digital
objects and the year in which they were made to create a combination of a map and a timeline to
show the development of puppetry as a performing art form across the world. He combines the
ECLAP dataset with a dump the NYPL Performing Arts collection to enrich the application.
7. Since he has access to the rich ECLAP dataset anyway, Tim decides to continue working with the
data and he builds a plugin that uses live ECLAP data for the Wordpress blog of the NYPL
Performing Arts collection, which allows the bloggers to easily add a link of any digital object in
ECLAP in a post. When the bloggers use the plugin, while editing a blog post, all they have to do
is add the unique link of the digital object and click ‘Save’. In the blog post, the digital object is
then shown with the title, content provider name, date and the ECLAP logo which links to the
project’s website.
8. Tim is very happy with the plugin, and since he loves the broad spectrum of content offered on
ECLAP he contributes the plugin to the Wordpress community so others can use it as well and
more people learn about the ECLAP project.
Alternative flow
A1: As the ECLAP metadata retrieved from the ECLAP API also contains geographical information,
Tim decides to make a mobile application that has the possibility to show ECLAP content that is
located near the location of the user (by using GPS information from the mobile device).
Postconditions
 A proof-of-concept website in which ECLAP data on puppetry is combined with the data of the
holdings of the NYPL of the Performing Arts.
 Plugin for Wordpress website that facilitates easy re-use of ECLAP content, that has also been
contributed to the Wordpress community.
Remarks
26

For an overview of open licenses, see http://opendefinition.org/licenses/.
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What is new with respect to the present version of the ECLAP portal:
 Exporting data via an API.
Open data is an important topic. European Commissioner for the Digital Agenda Neelie Kroes is
pushing for Europe to publish its public data as open data, which facilitates reuse and stimulates the
economy, innovation and creativity. It has been estimated that opening up data can generate €70 in
economic activity. (Kroes 2011) Europeana has recently published a white paper (Verwayen,
Arnoldus and Kaufman 2011) in which the pros and cons of providing open data are weighed from a
business model perspective. This has been done since the new Europeana Data Exchange agreement
will entail that content providers have to provide their metadata under the Creative Commons
Universal Public Domain Dedication license (CC0)27. Except in rare cases where heritage institutions
directly derive income from their metadata, the rewards of opening up data outweight the losses. Of
course, opening up the content itself is another issue, since this often falls under much more
complicated IPR restrictions than metadata. Only in those cases where Creative Commons or other
open licenses are used for ECLAP content will re-use be possible.
Developing an API and especially a Linked Open Data version of ECLAP is a complex technical
process. This use case serves as a basis for inspiration, but the technical details will be elaborated
during the API development process.
This use case is relaed to Locating Content (LC).

5.13 Use case 7: ECLAP partner – creating a virtual exhibition
Number + name
UC7.ECLAP partner – creating a virtual exhibition (EPVE)
Goal
An ECLAP partner makes a virtual exhibition, in which she combines different digital objects types from
various ECLAP partner collections.
User input
Expert interview: “I want to be able to curate a virtual exhibit on a specific topic and provide a path for
users through the diverse collections on the portal. Ideally, we work on this together as ECLAP partners
and look into our diverse collections together to extract common themes that we can use to interlink them.”

Expert interview: “It would be interesting to provide the user of the archive (ECLAP) with itineraries that
help in ‘reading’ the archive. A kind of curatorial spaces in which interesting materials are presented and in
which links between items in the archive sketch the possibilities - opening up new vista’s. And making
clear what the archive is about and how it can be used.”
Persona details
Pilar, 34 years old. Information specialist at a performing arts institute in Barcelona, plays in an
orchestra in her free time.
 Place of birth: Madrid, currently lives in Barcelona
 Activity: Curating a virtual exhibition on ECLAP, aimed at linking together various
collections concerning live music performances with the aim of demonstrating the differences
and similarities of the ECLAP collections.
 Digital literacy: High
User story
Pilar works at an information specialist at a performing arts institute with a big collection of live
musical performances (audio, video, images, texts). She loves to go to concerts and plays the oebo in
an orchestra in her free time. Pilar is involved in ECLAP and is responsible for uploading content to
the website. Together with four other ECLAP partners she talked to at a project meeting she has
decided to work together on creating a virtual exhibition about musical performances, since they all
27

See http://version1.europeana.eu/web/europeana-project/newagreement for more information.
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have nice content that they would like to link together. Pilar has suggested that they each select 10
objects they would like to highlight and that each of them writes a small essay on the curatorial
choices they have made and the background of the objects. She coordinates the virtual exhibition and
is responsible for putting everything on the ECLAP portal.
Preconditions
 The user needs to be logged in to perform this use case.
 The users involved are ECLAP content providers (trusted users) that have been given access to the
digital objects provided by the other ECLAP partners working on creating the virtual exhibition.
 Only users that have editing rights for the virtual exhibition can see the virtual exhibition before it
is published to the portal.
 The users have access to the exhibition working spaces of all partners.
 All the selected content for the virtual exhibition is publicly accessible without restrictions.
Basic flow of events / scenarios
1. Pilar goes to her profile ECLAP portal and chooses the ‘Create a virtual exhibition’ option from
there.
2. She is directed to a page on which she enters the working title of the exhibition (“Live musical
performances”) and adds relevant terms from the ECLAP taxonomy (the genres ‘Classical music’
and ‘Popular music’).
3. After saving this information, she adds a short description that explains the overarching theme of
the exhibition and the names of the ECLAP partners that are contributing.
4. Now that the basics are covered, Pilar adds the collection of 10 digital objects that she’s created
specifically for the exhibit to the exhibition to her personal exhibition working space. They are all
related to orchestral performances by Spanish ensembles. Then she adds the accounts details of
the other ECLAP partners involved in the exhibition to the list of Administrators of the
Exhibition, each of which get their own working space in the virtual exhibition. Partners get a
confirmation email that explains to them that they can now also edit the exhibition in their
working space and that they each need to make a specific collection of digital objects that they
want to contribute to it.
5. Pilar starts organising the digital objects in the order in which she wants the collection to appear
to the ECLAP users, based on the story she has written about them. She wants to guide them
through them in a way that exemplifies similarities and differences about the ways in which the
ensembles perform – some have a very classical approach while others always modernise the
pieces they perform.
6. She sees that one of the other ECLAP partners from Poland has also added a collection to the
exhibition, which she can already browse through. Pilar really likes what the other partner has
done and notices that although the ensemble that the partner has highlighted is from Poland, the
conductor in one of the videos is from Spain. She adds this information to the introductory text of
the exhibition.
7. She goes back to her own virtual exhibition working space, because she has thought of some nice
references she would like to add to one of the videos she has used for the exhibition. She adds a
reference to the English Wikipedia page on the Spanish conductor who is featured in the video, in
order to further contextualise the exhibition.
8. Pilar saves the work she’s done and logs out. She returns to the virtual exhibition space a few
days later, after all the other ECLAP partners have let her know via email that they’ve also added
their collections. There are now five collections in total.
9. Now Pilar is ready to start combining the collections and to design the exhibition. She creates the
virtual exhibition overview page to which she adds the introductory text that introduces the
exhibition, the five collections and how they relate to each other. She adds a menu that allows
users to explore the exhibition [1] per ECLAP partner, [2] per taxonomy term added to each of the
digital objects in the five collections and [3] as a whole. Finally, she adds a nice picture of an
orchestral performance to the page that exemplifies the exhibition.
10. Pilar chooses the ‘Preview exhibition’ option, which allows her to see how the virtual exhibition
overview page would look when it’s published on the ECLAP portal. She tests the menu that she
has created by clicking on each of the menu options. She notices that one partner has forgotten to
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add a descriptive text to their collection, but since she has it as a Word document as well, she goes
to the partner’s personal exhibition working space and copy-pastes the text.
11. After saving this final change, Pilar officially publishes the virtual exhibition to the portal, so it
becomes accessible to all ECLAP users.
Alternative flow
A1: Pilar adds the collection she has created to the virtual exhibition, but get an error message from the
system since it contains a digital object that is only accessible for Trusted users. Since the precondition of
adding objects to the exhibition that they are publicly accessible, Pilar replaces this object with another
one.
Postconditions
 Five collections have been created by five ECLAP partners
 A virtual exhibition has been created on the ECLAP portal that is accessible for all users.
Remarks
What is new with respect to the current version of the ECLAP portal:
 Creating a virtual exhibition
As became clear from Use case 5: Leisure user – exploring a virtual exhibition, (prospective) ECLAP
users have a high need for contextualised content. Contextualising content was also discussed during
the Content Board meeting held in October 2011 in Rome, ECLAP content partners all indicated that
they would like to offer the portal users more contextualised content. One feature that the partners
specifically identified for doing this was being able to curate a virtual exhibition.
Presently it is possible to cluster and present content together on the ECLAP portal via COURSES,
PLAYLISTS, WEB PAGES and COLLECTIONS. One of these features could work for creating a
virtual exhibition, provided that the presentation of the content can be more personalised and adapted
and that the mode of creating works as described in this use case. Right now, these features have not
been heavily used (9 collections and 33 web pages have been created between 1 September and 30
November 2011). It is important that partners and users alike first get more experience with using the
portal’s current functionalities, so that a complex new one like creating a virtual exhibition which
might incorporate existing features is developed, tried and tested.
This use case is related to Use case 5: Leisure user – exploring a virtual exhibition (LUVE) and the
existing use case Collections (COL), Locating Content (LC) and Viewing Digital Objects (VDO)
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6

User requirements
The use cases describe a basic flow of events or scenario that provides insight in the steps a user takes in order to achieve the goal of the use case. The user requirements
provide a formal and structured overview of the various elements that the user expects or needs in order to perform the use cases. In this section, the user requirements and
digital objects requirements for the front-end of the ECLAP Social Service portal are described. This overview also contains the existing requirements based on the generic use
cases that were formulated in DE2.1.1, including an indication of the requirement’s implementation status.

6.1

Requirements overview - table

The newly added requirements are predominantly based on the specific use cases described in the previous section, since these contain the most salient and important user
scenarios that resulted from the user surveys, usability tests, expert interviews and ECLAP partner input. However, some minor yet still important requirements also resulted
from all these user studies and have also been incorporated in the requirements overview. Not all requirements can be implemented, since there is limited time for technical
development. Finally, please note that the requirements table is also used for monitoring the development of their implementation. Therefore it can happen that not all
requirements are numbered consecutively, since some have become redundant and have been removed.
The unique number given to each requirement is preceded by the acronym of the corresponding use case:
Use case name
Blog requirements
Bug report
Calendar
Collections
Community aspects
Content enrichment
Educational requirements
Functional requirements – back-end
Graphic editor
IPR information
Locating digital objects
Metric analysis
Mobile device requirements
Multilingual aspects
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Use case abbreviation
BL
BR
CAL
COL
CA
CE
EDU
FRBN
GE
IPR
LC
MET
MUR
MA
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Non-functional requirments
User profile
User requirements – back-end
Using and sharing
Viewing digital objects

NFR
UP
BF
USDO
VDO

Table 5: Overview of use case abbreviations

NR.

SPECIFIC NR User role

Functionality

BF01

LOGIN01

CP

Login to back-end

BF02

UPLOAD10

CP

BF03

MD01

CP

BF04

MD02

CP

Editing metadata

BF05

WF01

CP

Workflow
management

BF06

MD03

CP

Automatically
translated metadata
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Explaination

Priority Imple- Comments
level
mented

The content provider High
can login to the backend.
Uploading digital
Content providers can High
object types
upload digital object
types to the back-end.
Uploading metadata Content providers can High
upload metadata to the
back-end.

New
Req.

Reference in
the User
Manual (if
applicable)

MacroRelation
functionality to use
case

YES

via Metadata
Editor

YES

upload web page

Sec. 17

Object upload BF

YES

Via upload web
page, and via
ECLAP service
for metadata
ingestion and
mapping
via Metadata
Editor

Sec. 17

Metadata

BF

Sec. 17

Metadata

BF

Workflow

BF

Metadata

BF

Content providers can High
YES
edit the metadata of
digital objects.
Content providers can Medium YES
to decide when the
metadata is ‘rich
enough’ for it to be
published online.
Content providers can Low
YES
correct automatically

Login

via ECLAP
workflow
control
via Metadata
Editor

Sec. 17

BF
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corrections

BF07

UPLOAD11

CP

BF08

SEARCH17

CP

BF09

SEARCH18

CP
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translated metadata,
which will be
considered “certified”
after their validation.
Batch uploading
Content providers can High
digital objects
upload digital object to
the portal. Content
providers can then
link/relate uploaded
digital object types to
metadata.
Searching for
The content provider High
metadata
can search through
their collections in the
back-end of the system
in order to find
metadata which they
want to refine and
expand (this includes
being able to sort the
search results based on
the facets which are
also available for the
front end).
Linking from ECLAP It should be possible High
front-end to back-end for a content provider
to search on the front
end, identify an item
that should be enriched
and then link directly
to the metadata in the
back-end.

YES

Upload web
page

Sec. 17

Object upload BF

YES

It is possible to
search (faceted)
and browse the
objects
associated with a
group

Sec. 5

Content
Search

BF

YES

see previous
comment

Content
Search

BF
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BF11

WF02

CP

BF12

DELETE02

Deleting digital
CP (only
those that object types
have been
qualified to
do so by
ADMIN)
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Uploading and
mapping of existing
metadata to the
ECLAP schema

Providers can import High
existing digital object
metadata using inhouse metadata
schemas as long as
they can provide it in a
standardised format
such as XML. This
information should be
transferred to the
ECLAP schema and
associated with digital
object types based on
provider-produced
mappings and unique
identification.
Content providers can High
delete digital object
types from the portal
(provided they have
been qualified to do so)

YES

(y)

This describes
the current
version of the
workflow.
Offline
processing and
mapping of
metadata, and
then the upload
of content items.
The metadata
mapping takes
place in the
MINT, ECLAP
metadata
ingestion server.
Presently only
the administrator
of the portal can
delete an object,
since content
provided by
partners will be
contributed to
Europeana and
can thus not be
removed.

Workflow

BF

Delete
objects

BF
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BF13

Managing taxonomy
TAXONOMY0 CP (only
1
those that terms
have been
qualified to
do so by
ADMIN)
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The content providers High
add, update and
translate the controlled
vocabulary terms used
for the ECLAP
taxonomy.

(y)

The changes on
taxnomy are
foreseen with the
new taxonomy
editor. In the
current version
changes to the
taxonomy are
not very simple
to implement.
Additional
problems are
related to the
impact of
changes into the
mobile Content
Organizer. In the
new version of
the content
organizer the
taxnomical
classification
will be
composed on the
basis of the
single
taxonomical
terms
dynamically
taken from the
portal.

Taxonomy

BF
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BF14a

MD04

CP

Exporting metadata
records

The user can get from High
the portal the set of
metadata of a given
object in ECLAP
model in XML, RDF,
XLS

(y)

BF14b

MD05

CP

Exporting metadata
records

The group manager can High
get from the portal the
set of metadata of the
content registered on
the group, in ECLAP
model in XML, RDF,
XLS

(y)

BF15a

WF03

CP

Controlling access
and sharing

The content provider High
can indicate whether a
digital object is ready
for inclusion in
Europeana

YES
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The system has
to allow the
export a
metadata set,
single objects
and results of a
query. Presently
it is possible to
get metadata
exported to
Europeana for
each single
object.
The system has
to allow the
export a
metadata set,
single objects
and results of a
query. Presently
it is possible to
get metadata
exported to
Europeana from
each single
object.
Via the ECLAP
Workflow and
metadata editor
it will be
possible to
control the
publication on
Europeana.

Metadata

BF

Metadata

BF

Workflow

BF
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BF15b

IPR04

CP

Controlling access
and sharing

BF16

TAXONOMY0 CP
2

Topic taxonomy adding terms

BF17

TAXONOMY0 CP
3

Topic taxonomy using terms

BL01

BLOG01

RU (if
group
manager)
and
ADMIN

Blog

BL02

BLOG02

RU

Blog
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The content provider
can enable and disable
various access and
sharing options (such
as embedding and
downloading)
Partners can suggest
their own terms to the
topic list of the
taxonomy. The process
is coordinated by the
content board, and
terms are only added
when a consensus has
been reached.
Partners can use the
topic taxonomy to
annotate their content
both in the MINT
system and on the
ECLAP portal.
The qualified user can
post/delete/change a
message on the blog of
the group

High

YES

Low

tbd

Medium YES

via IPR wizard

possible on
ECLAP by
content owner

Sec. 29

IPR wizard

BF

Y

Taxonomy

BF

Y

Taxonomy

BF.
requested
by
ECLAP
Content
Board.
BF.
requested
by
ECLAP
Content
Board.
BF.
requested
by
ECLAP
Content
Board.

Low

YES

requested to put
in evidence the
last activities on
the Group

Sec. 18

Blog

The user can comment Low
on a message on the
blog

YES

Comments are
already part of
the integrated
tools

Sec. 18

Blog
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BL03

BLOG03

ADMIN

Blog

YES

TU

Bug report

Root can
Low
post/change/delete a
message on the main
blog of the portal
A post in the blog can Low
refer easily to ECLAP:
digital objects, web
pages, may be
discussion forum topic.
For example the last 5,
the last 10 posted, etc.,
or by search via string
title
The user can add a bug High
via the bug reporting
system

BL04

BLOG04

ADMIN

Blog

BR01

BUG01

CA01

GROUP08

All

YES

CA02

GROUP09

RU

CA03

GROUP10

RU

Viewing the public The user can choose to High
presentation page of a view the page of a
specific group of
group, including the
users
name of the person in
charge of it, its
description, possible
links to public pages,
etc.;
Request to join a
The user can send a
High
group
request to join a group
to the group manager.
Accepting a user in a The group manager can High
group
accept the request of a
user to join a group.
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YES

YES

requested to put
in evidence the
last activities on
the Portal
requested to put
in evidence the
last activities
related to content
and events

Sec. 12

Blog

BL

Sec. 12

Blog

BL

needed for
ECLAP portal
control and
monitoring

Sec. 6

Blog

BL

Sec. 23

Group and
channels

BL

YES

Via email

Sec. 22

Group and
channels

CA

YES

Acceping the
registration can
either be done
with single click
on the
registration

Sec. 22

Group and
channels

CA
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email or by
accessing the
portal
CA04

FORUM01

RU

CA05

GROUP11

RU

CA06

GROUP12

ADMIN

CA07

GROUP13

CA08

FORUM02

CA09

GROUP01

CA10

GROUP14

The group manager can High
edit the public/private
home page of his
group.
Creating topic forum The user can create a High
RU (if
discussion topic in a
accepted to
group forum.
a group by
the group
manager or
ADMIN)
RU (if
Sending messages
The group manager can High
group
send messages to
manager)
members of his group.
RU (if
Creating new pages The group manager can High
group
create new group
manager)
pages.
RU (if
group
manager)
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Participating on a
forum

The user can post
Medium YES
messages in a group
forum.
Requesting to create a A user can send a
High
YES
group
request to create a
group to the
administrator.
High
Creating groups
After receiving the
YES
request of a user who
wants to create a new
group, the
administrator can
create it and choose the
group manager
Editing the home
page of a group

Sec. 25

Forum

CA

Sec. 22

Group and
channels

CA

Sec. 22

Group and
channels

CA

Sec. 23

Group and
channels

CA

YES

Sec. 25

Forum

CA

YES

Sec. 24

Group and
channels

CA

YES

Sec. 23

Group and
channels

CA

YES

presently this is
done by sending
an email, a form
has to be created
the creation of a
group is not
simple presently,
so now it has to
be performed
manually by
Admin of the
portal
with graphic
editor
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CA11

GROUP15

RU (if
group
manager)

CA13

NEWSLETTER RU
01

CA14

NEWSLETTER RU
02

CA15

GROUP17

Gadmin

CA16

GROUP18

ADMIN

CA17

GROUP19

RU
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The group manager can High
manage group
members of his group
(add, block, etc.) (for
instance if the
behaviour of the
member does not fit the
rules of the ECLAP
Portal or of the specific
group)
Newsletter - Source The user should be able Low
message
to see from which page
or blog a message was
submitted
Newsletter - Message The text formatting of Low
formatting
the newsletter needs to
be the same as the text
formatting of the
original message on the
ECLAP portal
Linking taxonomy
Users can use the
Low
terms to groups
taxonomy to indicate to
which performing arts
topic, genre or period
the group is related
User roles in groups The user can assign
Low
other ECLAP users
specific roles like
'Admin' in the groups
they have created to
give them specific
privileges
Adding users to
The user can add users Medium
group
to a group via an email
Managing members

YES

Sec. 24

Group and
channels

CA

YES

Y

Newsletter

CA

tbd

Y

Newsletter

CA.
requested
by
ECLAP
partners

YES

Y

Sec. 14

Group and
channels

YES

Y

Sec. 22

Group and
channels

CA.
requested
by
ECLAP
partners
CA,
THEO

YES

Y

Sec. 10, Sec.
24

Group and
channels

CA,
THEO
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CA18

VIEW16

ALL

CAL01

CALENDAR01 PU

CAL02

CALENDAR02 RU

CAL03

CALENDAR03 RU

CE01

CE01

RU

CE02

CE02

RU

CE03

CE03

RU

CE04

CE04

RU
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invitation
Personalising page The user can
personalise the GUI by
adding and removing
functionalities, from
their profile
Calentar events
Calendar for event, see
access to calendar
events
Event calendar:
The user can add new
adding events
events to the ECLAP
calendar (mandatory
fields to do so: Event
title, Location, Time,
URL)
Event calendar:
The user can export
exporting events to events from the
own calendar
ECLAP calendar to
their own digital
calendars (e.g. Google
Calendar, iCal)
Reading comments The user can see the
comments left to a
digital object by other
users.
Commenting
The user can add a
comment to a digital
object.
Deleting a comment The user can delete his
own comment.
Replying to a
The user can reply to
comment
comments.

Medium YES

Y

Sec. 7

Group and
channels

CA,
THEO

Sec. 16

Calendar

CA,
THEO

Sec. 16

Calendar

CAL

Calendar

CAL

High

YES

Low

YES

Low

tbd

Not planned.

High

YES

present GUI

Sec. 4 (Votes Content
and comments) enrichment

CAL,
SHEV

High

YES

present GUI

Sec. 4 (Votes Content
and comments) enrichment

CE

High

YES

present GUI

CE

High

YES

present GUI

Sec. 4 (Votes
and comments)
Sec. 4 (Votes
and comments)

Y

Y

Content
enrichment
Content
enrichment

CE
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CE05

CE07

RU

Adding a reference

CE06

MSP07

RU

Selecting types of
references

CE07

TAG03

RU

Adding tags

The user can add a tag High
to a digital object

CE08

MSP05

RU

Adding annotations

CE09

MSP06

RU

Selecting type of
annotation

Medium YES
The user can add an
annotation to a
moment, segment or
area within a digital
object.
The user can select the Medium (y)
type of annotation (i.e.,
comment, reference) to
add to a specific part of
a video for which he
has selected the start
time and the end time.

CE10

PLAYLIST01 RU

Creating a playlist

CE10a

PLAYLIST04 RU

Creating/play a
Collection

CE10b

PLAYLIST06 RU

Playlist search and
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The user can add a
Medium YES
reference to a digital
object.
The user can annotate Medium YES
an object with another

The user can create a High
new playlist.
The user can
High
create/publish a new
Collection
The playlist created are High

YES

via comments

Sec. 4 (Votes Content
and comments) enrichment

CE

Presently
possible with
MyStoryPlayer.
It is not as the
addition of en
external
reference and
definition of a
type.
folksonomy

Sec. 27

Reference

CE

Sec. 4 (The
ACTIONS
block)
Sec. 27

Tag

CE

via Annotation
selection in the
ACTIONS block

MyStoryPlay CE
er

MyStoryPlay CE
er

YES

Users can add a
comment, a tag,
an annotation, is
possible now on
MyStoryPlayer,
the references
cannot be
included yet.
Playlist

Sec. 8

Playlist

CE

YES

Collection

Sec. 9

Playlist

CE

YES

Playlist

Sec. 8

Playlist

CE
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indexing

CE10c

COLLECTION RU
01

CE11

PLAYLIST08 RU

CE12

CE06

RU

CE13

CE05

RU

CE14

PLAYLIST03 All / RU

COL01

COLLECTION PU
02

COL02

COLLECTION PU
03
COLLECTION PU
04

COL03
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published, indexed and
searched as regular
digital objects
Collection search and The collection created High
indexing
are published, indexed
and searched as regular
digital objects
Adding digital
The user can add a
High
objects to a playlist (part of) a digital object
to a playlist
High
Visability of content When a user is
enrichment fields
enriching content in
fields in which he can
add information (tags,
annotations,
comments), this field
and the digitial object
itself should both be
visible.
Rating
The user can add a one High
to five star rating to a
digital object.
Slideshow of playlist The user can watch
Low
digital objects in their
own playlists or
playlists of other users
as a slideshow
New Collection
The user can
High
create/publish a new
Collection
Adding items to
The user can add an
High
collection
item to a Collection
Personal collections The collection can be Low
personal or published.

YES

Collection

Sec. 8

Collection

CE

YES

The user can add
an item to a
playlist

Sec. 8

Playlist

CE

Sec. 4 (The
ACTIONS
block)

Content
enrichment

CE,
SHEV

YES

YES

Y

Rating

YES

Y

Sec. 4 (Votes Content
and comments) enrichment

CE

Sec. 8

Playlist

NFR, all

YES

Collection

Sec. 9

Collection

CE

YES

Collection

Sec. 9

Collection

COL

YES

discussed at the
requirements

Sec. 9

Collection

COL
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COL05

COLLECTION PU
08

Indexing collections

COL06

COLLECTION RU
05

Collections – adding
digital objects to
collections 1

COL07

COLLECTION RU
06

Collections – adding
digital objects to
collections 2

COL08

COLLECTION RU
07

Collections – adding
digital objects to
collections 3
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When they are
personal, they can be
used only by the owner
of the collection.
The collection created High
are published, indexed
and searched as regular
digital objects
Medium
The user can add a
digital object to a
collection by clicking
on the option “Add to
collection”, after which
he sees a menu of the
existing collections and
the option ‘Create new
collection’.
Medium
The user can add a
digital object to an
existing collection by
choosing from the list
of collections he has
already made. By
clicking on the name of
the preferred
collection, the digital
object is added.
Medium
The user can add a
digital object to a new
collection by choosing
the option ‘create new
collection’ (see
“Collections – adding
digital objects to

YES

meeting even if
it has not been
formalized in
requirements
Collection
Y

Sec. 9

Collection

COL,
EPVE

YES

Y

Sec. 9

Collection

COL

YES

Y

Sec. 9

Collection

COL

YES

Y

Sec. 9

Collection

COL,
SHEV
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COL09

PLAYLIST05 RU

COL09

PLAYLIST07 RU

EDU03

LRN01

All

EDU04

LRN02

All

FRBN01 MD06

All
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collections 1”). He
does this by adding the
name of the new
collection and clicking
‘Save’.
Medium
Playlists – adding
The user can add a
digital objects to
digital object to an
playlists 2
existing playlist by
choosing from the list
of playlist he has
already made. By
clicking on the name of
the preferred playlist,
the digital object is
added.
Medium
Playlists – adding
The user can add a
digital objects to
digital object to a new
playlists 3
playlist by choosing the
option ‘create new
playlist’ (see “Playlists
– adding digital objects
to playlists 1”). He
does this by adding the
name of the new
playlist and clicking
‘Save’.
e-learning
Insertion of e-learning Low
capabilities
e-learning
The Courses created
Low
are published, indexed
and searched as regular
digital objects
Automatic translation All metadata that is not Medium
of metadata
added via the ECLAP

YES

Y

Sec. 8

Playlist

COL,
EPVE

YES

Y

Sec. 8

Playlist

COL,
THEO

YES

Y

Sec. 37

e-learning

EDU

YES

Y

Sec. 37

e-learning

EDU

Metadata

COL,
THEO

YES

Via the backoffice AXCP
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FRBN02 MD07

CP

FRBN03 MD08

All

GE01

GROUP06

CP
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vocabulary is
automatically
translated by the
system in the back-end,
indexed and made
searchable in order to
make multilingual
search possible.
Medium (y)
Publishing metadata Once a content
to Europeana
provider has enriched
the metadata and it has
been mapped to the
Europeana schema, the
metadata becomes
available for
harvesting.
Automatic linking of After batch uploads of Medium YES
metadata and digital metadata and then of
object types
digital object, the
system should be able
to automatically join
them on the basis of a
unique ID provided for
the digital object they
upload and include that
ID in a specific field in
the metadata record, or
provided separately.
Group page
The edit/change of
High
YES
group pages can be
performed by using a
graphic editor

This feature has
been
substantially
implemented and
is under final
testing

Metadata

FRBN

AXCP rule,
specific

Metadata

FRBN

Group and
channels

FRBN

Y
requested via
email by several
to simplify the
web page
production even
for non

Sec. 23
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technicians
GE02

GROUP07

CP

IPR01

IPR05

All

IPR02

IPR06

IPR03

IPR07

The edit/change of
High
ECLAP web pages can
be performed by using
a graphic editor

YES

High
The user can see
information about who
he should contact in
order to acquire a
license for a digital
object for purposes
other than those that
are stipulated on the
ECLAP portal.
All
Viewing rights
When applicable, the High
statement
user can see
information about the
rights status of a digital
object (for instance All
Right Reserved or a
Creative Commons[1]
license).
RU
Browsing and
The user can browse High
dedicated to searching in a index and search an index of
IPR solving information about
those materials that
ECLAP content with cannot be presently put
pending IPR issues online for copyright
reasons.

YES
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Web Page

Viewing rights
information

YES

YES

Y
requested via
email by several
to simplify the
web page
production even
for non
technicians
via IPR
metadata,
specific WEB
page for each
collection and
subcollection has
to be provided
and linked
via IPR
metadata,
specific WEB
page for each
collection and
subcollection has
to be provided
and linked
via IPR
metadata,
specific WEB
page for each
collection and
subcollection is
provided and
linked for group

Sec. 23

Group and
channels

GE

Sec. 4
IPR wizard
(METADATA
Block)

GE

Sec. 4
IPR wizard
(METADATA
Block)

IPR

Sec. 29

IPR

IPR wizard
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managers

LC01

VIEW04

All

High
Viewing content on The user sees a
the portal homepage selection of digital
objects when navigates
to the ECLAP portal
home page.

YES

LC02

SEARCH01

All

Searching content

YES

LC03

SEARCH02

All

Ordering search
results

LC04

VIEW05

All

Going back to the
home page

The user can enter one High
or more free text search
terms into the ‘simple
search’ field.
The user can sort the High
results from his search
queries based on
various elements in the
ECLAP metadata
schema, for instance,
by ordering the results
based on digital object
type, title, or date.
The user can navigate High
back to the home page
by clicking on the
[home] option when he
is on the page of a
digital object or a
group page.
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This can be
customised by
the
Administrator
that can decide
to put on the
homepage a
Blog, a Web
page or a list of
objects.
Query on the
front-end

Sec. 2

Viewing
content

IPR

Sec. 5

Content
Search

LC, SHEP

YES

faceted search

Sec. 2

Content
Search

LC,
SHEP,
SHEV,
LOD

YES

interaction to be
revised

Sec. 39

Viewing
content

LC, LOD
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LC05

SEARCH03

All

Keyword Cloud

LC06

SEARCH04

All

Query Cloud

LC07

TAG01

All

Tag cloud

LC08

SEARCH05

All

Faceted browsing

LC09

SEARCH14

All

Faceted search
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The user can use the
keyword cloud
containing keywords
from the ECLAP
vocabulary for
browsing.
The user can use the
query cloud containing
words that are
frequently used in the
free text search queries
from ECLAP users for
browsing.
The user can use the
tag cloud containing
tags that have been
added to digital object
by ECLAP users for
browsing.
The user can select
faceted search
categories in order to
browse through the
ECLAP collection (for
instance, the digital
object type, subject,
and person name).
The user can search
with faceted filters
which are based on the
ECLAP metadata
schema.

High

YES

Sec. 5

Content
Search

LC

High

YES

Sec. 5

Content
Search

LC

High

YES

folksonomy

Sec. 5

Tag

LC

High

YES

faceted search

Sec. 2

Content
Search

LC

High

YES

faceted search

Sec. 2

Content
Search

LC
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LC10

SEARCH06

All

Multilingual search

LC11a

MSP01

All

Annotation:
Annotation and
comment search

LC11b

MSP02

All

Annotation and
comment search

LC12

MSP03

All

Intra-object
annotation search
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High
All metadata is
automatically
translated in the backend, indexed and made
searchable. Therefore,
the user can perform
multilingual search
queries. For example: a
user searching for
‘puppet’ will also get
hits on ‘fantoche’
(puppet in Portuguese),
even though that
metadata that has not
(yet) been translated by
a partner.
The system indexes
Low
comments that have
been added by users to
digital objects for
search.
The system indexes
Low
annotations that have
been added by users to
digital objects for
search
Medium
The user can use
annotations that have
been added by users to
digital objects for
finding a moment,
segment or area within
the annotated digital
object.

YES

Metadata
translation, not
massively active
now due to costs.

Content
Search

LC

YES

Comments are
indexed on
frontal query

Sec. 5

MyStoryPlay LC
er

YES

Annotation via
MyStory, RDF
store

Sec. 28

MyStoryPlay LC
er

YES

Annotation via
MyStory

Sec. 28

MyStoryPlay LC
er
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LC13

GROUP02

RU

LC14

SEARCH07

All

LC15

VIEW06

RU

LC16

VIEW07

All
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High
Accessing group
Once accepted to a
YES
content and services group by a group
manager, the user can
access and search
through all services
which are restricted to
the group members
(forum, digital objects,
group members, etc.)
High
Search results from When executing a
tbd
content page
search from a content
page, the results should
be easily accessible.
Login after finding When the user is not Medium YES
content
yet logged in and
accesses a content item
page that is only
available for trusted
users, the user should
return to this page after
logging in from the
content item page.

Go back one page

The user can go back to High
a previous page (e.g.
the “search result

tbd

Group page, and
user Actions

Sec. 6

Group and
channels

LC

interaction
Y
design will solve
it

Content
Search

LC

This has recently Y
become
available.

Viewing
content

interaction
Y
design will solve
it

Viewing
content

LC. This
was an
important
outcome
of the
usability
tests held
by
UNIROM
A, UvA
and B&G,
in which
all 12
testers
indicated
that this
was a
problem.
LC. This
was an
important
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page”by clicking on the
back button in the
browser

LC17

VIEW08

All
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Separating
performing arts
content from project
content

Project content such as High
deliverables should
presented separately
from the Performing
Arts content

tbd

the content has Y
to appear from a
search. The non
content items is
the 0.001% of
the rest and thus
accessible from
direct link. On
the other hand,
some of them
need to be
promoted as the
other, such as
flyers, etc.

Viewing
content

outcome
of the
usability
tests held
by
UNIROM
A, UvA
and B&G,
in which 8
out of 12
testers
indicated
that this
was a
problem.
LC. This
was an
important
outcome
of the
usability
tests held
by
UNIROM
A, UvA
and B&G,
in which
all 12
testers
indicated
that this
was a
problem.
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The content thumbnails Medium YES
should clearly indicate
what digital object type
they represent (audio,
video, text, image)
Browse a video –
A user should be able Medium YES
annotations
to browse through the
annotations that have
been added to a video
Access permissions – The user should be able High
tbd
filtering
to filter out digital
objects from a search
query that are only
accessible for trusted
users

LC18

VIEW09

All

LC20

MSP04

All

LC21

SEARCH15

All

LC23

VIEW01

All

Video – total time /
time played

LC24

VIEW02

All

Video – browsing
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Content type in
thumbnails

The user should be able Medium YES
to see the length of a
video when it is
playing and the time
that it has been playing
The user should be able Medium (y)
to navigate through a
video by clicking on
the progress bar or
dragging the progress
bar indicator

Y

Sec. 5

Viewing
content

LC, SHEP

Can be done via Y
MyStoryPlayer

MyStoryPlay LC
er

access level
Y
should be placed
into facets

Content
Search

see metadata

Y

Sec. 4

Viewing
content

It is possible to Y
navigate in the
progress bar only
when the part of
the video has
been

Sec. 4

Viewing
content

LC. This
was an
important
outcome
of the
usability
tests held
by UvA,
in which 3
testers
indicated
that they
value this
feature.
LC, SHEP

LC,
SHEP,
RKEY
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downloaded
progressively.
Please note that
other services
allow to navigate
on the progress
bar also if the
content has not
been
downloaded, and
the play starts
consecutively.
LC25

SEARCH08

All

LC26

SEARCH09

All

LC27

SEARCH10

All

LC28

SEARCH11

All

LC29

SEARCH12

All
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Facets – drill-down
menu

The user can click on a High
facet with multiple
levels, which will
reveal the underlying
level(s).
Facets – number of Behind each facet term Medium
items per facet term the user can see how
many digital objects
are related to the facet
term
Facets – hiding empty When there are no
Low
facet terms
digital objects related
to a facet term, the
facet term is hidden
from view
Facets – selecting
The user can select
High
multiple facet terms multiple terms per facet
category

YES

Y

Sec. 5 (Full
Content
text search and Search
advanced
search)

LC,
RKEY

YES

Y

Sec. 5 (Full
Content
text search and Search
advanced
search)

YES

Y

Sec. 5 (Full
Content
text search and Search
advanced
search)

LC,
SHEP,
SHEV,
RKEY,
LOD
LC,
SHEP,
SHEV,
RKEY

YES

Y

Sec. 5 (Full
Content
text search and Search
advanced
search)

Facets – undo filter
selection

YES

Y

Sec. 5 (Full
Content
text search and Search

The user can de-select High
facet terms

LC,
SHEP,
SHEV,
RKEY,
LOD
LC,
SHEP,
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advanced
search)
LC30

LC31

MA01

MA03

High
The user can search
specifically for either
only content provided
by ECLAP content
partners or only content
User Generated
“Community content”.
OPENDATA01 All
Open Data - page
The user can find
Medium
ECLAP open data on a
dedicated page (e.g.
data.eclap.eu)
MA01
All
Setting the language The user can change High
of the portal
the language of all the
static texts of the
ECLAP Social Service
portal into one of the
languages available in
ECLAP.
The user can provide Low
MA03
RU, only User contributed
metadata translations corrected translations
qualified
of the metadata that has
validator for
been automatically
a given
translated by the
language
system.
SEARCH13

All
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Facets – content
provider source

SHEV,
RKEY,
LOD
LC

tbd

not needed now, Y
no UGC on the
portal yet

Content
Search

tbd

not planned

Open Data

YES

language setting

Sec. 5

LC,
SHEV,
RKEY,
LOD
Multilingual EDU

YES

In some cases,
metadata added
by partners has
been
automatically
translated by the
system. Partners
can correct the
automatic
translations, after
which the
trnslated
metadata is

Sec. 17

Multilingual MA

Y
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considered
validated by the
system.

MA04

MA04

All

MA05

MA05

All

MET01

MET01

ADMIN

MET02

MET02

ADMIN

MET03

MET03

ADMIN

MUR01

MOBILE01

All

MUR02

MOBILE02

All
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High
The user can see
whether metadata has
been translated
automatically or if the
translation has been
validated by an ECLAP
partner.
ECLAP information - The user should be able Low
translations
to see information
about the project and
the ECLAP portal in
their own language
SN metrics
The user (ADMIN) can High
view Social network
analysis metrics
SN metrics
The user (ADMIN) can High
download analysis
metrics
metrics
The user (ADMIN) can High
query analysis metrics
Access with mobile The user can access the High
ECLAP BPNET portal
with mobile devices.

YES

The user can see
the which
metadata have
been manually
translated (see
also MA03)

Multilingual MA

tbd

to be translated Y

Multilingual MA

YES

via WEB and/or
Content
Organizer

List of content

YES

via content
organizer

Translation
information

The user on mobile
High
device can see the
content available on the
web page organised in

YES

Y

Sec. 28

Metrics

MA,
SHEV

YES

Y

Sec. 28

Metrics

MET

YES

Y

Sec. 28

Metrics

MET

Sec. 34
Mobile
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)
Sec. 34
Mobile
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37

MET

MUR
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MUR03

MOBILE03

All

MUR04

MOBILE04

All

MUR05

MOBILE05

All

MUR06

MOBILE06

All

MUR07

MOBILE07

All
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dynamic list of content
items (e.g. list of most
downloaded, list of top
rated content,
suggested content).
High
Downloading digital The user on mobile
objects
device can download
digital objects directly
on their mobile device
(when IPR permits
this).
High
Local search
The user on mobile
device can perform a
local search of digital
objects available on his
mobile device.
High
Taxonomical
The user on mobile
browsing
device can browse
content by using the
taxonomical
classifications.
High
Organizer
The user on mobile
device can scroll and
access the digital
objects he previously
downloaded on his
mobile device by using
an organiser
application.
High
Opening digital
The user on mobile
objects
device can open a
digital object available
in the mobile memory
directly by clicking on

(Androids)

YES

via WEB and/or
Content
Organizer

Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)

MUR

YES

via content
organizer

MUR

YES

via content
organizer

YES

via content
organizer

Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)
Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)
Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)

YES

via content
organizer

Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)

MUR

MUR

MUR
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the file.

MUR08

MOBILE08

All

Deleting digital
objects

MUR09

MOBILE09

All

Viewing metadata

MUR10

MOBILE10

RU

Login

MUR11

MOBILE11

All

Personalise settings

MUR12

MOBILE12

All

Full screen play
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High
The user on mobile
device can delete the
digital objects available
on the mobile device
by using the organizer
application.
High
The user on mobile
device can view the
metadata associated to
the object.

YES

via content
organizer

Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)

MUR

YES

via content
organizer

MUR

High
The user on mobile
device can access the
portal as a registered
users by logging in
with his username and
password.
High
The user on mobile
device can personalise
some simple settings of
the organizer
application, such as
how to order search
results and the URL of
the ECLAP server.
The user on mobile
High
device can play a video
in full screen mode

YES

via WEB and/or
Content
Organizer

Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)
Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)

YES

via content
organizer

Sec. 34
Mobile
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)

MUR

YES

via WEB and/or
Content
Organizer

Mobile
Sec. 34
(iPhone), Sec.
35 (Windows
Phone), Sec. 37
(Androids)

MUR

MUR
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NFR01

NFR01

All

Usability –
Intuitiveness

NFR02

NFR02

All

Usability – Simplicity It should be easy to
1
search for digital
objects

High

tbd

For all existing ?
non-functional
requirements
(NFR01NFR13), more
evalation data is
needed from end
users and other
statistical
sources to
determine
whether they
have been
satisfied or not.
The results from
the current
evaluation
indicate
inprovements
should be made.
This work will
be continued
within the scope
of WP6.
to be improved ?

NFR03

NFR03

All

(y)

to be improved

?

NFR04

NFR04

All

Usability – Look and The portal should have High
feel
an appealing look and
feel
Usability – Simplicity The portal should have High
2
easy instructions on

(y)

to be improved

?
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The system should be High
user-friendly and feel
intuitive

tbd

Non
MUR
functional
requirement

Non
NFR
functional
requirement

Non
NFR, all
functional
requirement
Non
NFR, all
functional
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NFR05

NFR05

All

NFR06

NFR06

All

NFR07

NFR07

All

NFR08

NFR08

All

NFR09

NFR09

All
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how to use the various
tools and services
Speed – Performance The system should
High
have good loading
performance
High
Speed – Performance The system should
have sufficient network
bandwidth for
downloading content.
Remembering login A user that is logged in High
when opening page in should be able to open
other window
a page in a separate
window without having
to log in again
Level of complexity Terms like IPR,
High
metadata or services
of portal texts:
are unfamiliar to
Identifying
information based on substantial group of
users. More commonly
used language and
understood terms need
terms
to be used to improve
the understandability of
the tools,
functionalities and
services the portal has
to offer
High
User feedback
Users need clear
notifications
feedback when they
have performed an
action (for instance:
successful upload of a
digital object, entering
an incorrect password,
adding object to a

requirement
(y)

to be improved

?

Non
NFR, all
functional
requirement
Non
NFR, all
functional
requirement

(y)

to be improved

?

tbd

interaction
design to be
revised

?

Non
NFR, all
functional
requirement

tbd

to be improved

?

Non
NFR, all
functional
use cases
requirement that
involves a
user
having to
log in

tbd

interaction
design to be
revised

?

Non
NFR, all
functional
requirement
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playlist)
Visibility of possible Users should be able to Medium YES
user actions
see the options of what
they can do with a
digital object (e.g.
download, annotate,
add to favourites)
without having to scroll
down
Related content
The related content
Medium YES
shown on each digital
object page should be
understandable for the
user

All use cases
that involves a
user having to
log in

All

Contacting ECLAP
partners

NFR13

All

Usability - Clean
interface

All, each partner Y
has a group, they
have to put their
info in the web
page group.
interaction
Y
design to be
revised

MD09

All

Presentation of
metadata

NFR10

NFR10

All

NFR11

NFR11

All

NFR12

NFR12

NFR13

NFR14
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The user can easily
YES
Low
find contact details of
the various ECLAP
partners on their portal
pages
The ECLAP portal has High
tbd
a clean look and feel
and that the interface is
uncluttered
The user can easily see Medium YES
the most important
metadata clustered
together at a glance
(e.g. title, description,
content provider, terms
in facets, rights
information)

Y

All use cases in Y
which users view
content

Now presented Y
on the right-hand
side of a digital
object.

Sec. 4
(ACTIONS
block)

Non
NFR, all
functional
requirement

Sec. 4
Non
NFR, all
(METADATA functional
use cases
block)
requirement that
involves a
user
having to
log in
Non
NFR, all
functional
use cases
requirement in which
users view
content
Non
NFR, all
functional
requirement
Sec. 4
Metadata
(METADATA
block)

NFR, all
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UP01
UP02

USERPROFIL All
E01
USERPROFIL RU
E02

Registering
Password retrieval

User can register on the High
ECLAP portal
User can retrieve
High
password

YES

user registration

Sec. 7

User profile USDO

YES

user registration

Sec. 6

User profile UP

UP03

USERPROFIL RU (if
E03
group
manager)

Identifying groups a Group coordinators can High
user coordinates
see in their profile of
which groups they are
the coordinator.

tbd

UP04a

USERPROFIL RU
E04

Storing favourites

High

YES

User profile to
be improved,
e.g. with other
personal data
coming from
metrics
favourite

UP04b

USERPROFIL RU
E05

High

YES

User profile

UP05

USERPROFIL RU
E06

High

YES

user profile,
uploaded content

UP06

USERPROFIL RU
E07

Low

YES

partially, to be
improved

UP07

USERPROFIL RU
E08

High

YES

Playlist

Sec. 4
User profile UP
(CONTENT
Block), Sec. 7

UP08

PLAYLIST02 PO

High

YES

Playlist

Sec. 5

Playlist

UP

UP09

COLLECTION ALL
09

High

YES

Collection

Sec. 9

Collection

UP
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The user can mark as
favourite the digital
objects
Access favourites
The user can access to
the favourite digital
objects via his/her
profile
Uploaded content
User can see their
uploaded content on
their profile
Viewing reports of The user can visualize
use
a chronology of her/his
actions on the portal
Viewing playlists
The user can see an
overview of the
playlists he has created
in his profile.
Playlist indexing
The playlist created are
published, indexed and
searched as regular
digital objects
add item to collection The user can add an
item to a Collection

User profile UP

Sec. 4
User profile UP
(CONTENT
Block)
Sec. 4
User profile UP
(CONTENT
Block), Sec. 7
Sec. 4
User profile UP
(CONTENT
Block), Sec. 7
Sec. 12
User profile UP
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USDO01 UPLOAD01

RU

Uploading a digital
object

USDO02 DELETE01

RU

Deleting content

USDO03a UPLOAD02

CP

Multiple files
uploading

USDO03b UPLOAD03

CP

Multiple files
uploading

USDO03c UPLOAD04

CP

Multiple files
uploading
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The user can upload a High
digital object on the
ECLAP portal,
provided that she/he
has all the rights to
upload and publish the
object.
The user can delete the High
digital objects they
uploaded

YES

Upload form via
web, and terms
of use

(y)

High
The user on web
upload can select
multiple files with
similar/identical
metadata
The content provider High
user can provide
metadata and digital
object files separately
The content provider High
user can associated
digital object files to
metadata later, and on
demand, one by one or
providing lists of
AXOID and Unique ID
of objects files
according to the
identification of the
content provider

YES

Only possible
now by sending
an email to
administrator
now. To be
updated
multiple files
upload via
upload form

YES

YES

metadata
ingestion,
content
ingestion, offline
association of
content items to
empty metadata
objects

Sec. 14

Object upload USDO

Delete
objects

Sec. 14

USDO,
LOD

Object upload USDO

Object upload USDO

Object upload USDO
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USDO04 UPLOAD05

RU

The user can receive a Low
notification (by mail or
on his profile) about
content enrichment
activities by other users
on the digital objects
they have uploaded,
Comment
The user can receive a Low
USDO05 RECOMMEND RU
ATION01
notifications
notification (by mail or
on his profile) when
another user adds a
comment to a digital
objects he has
commented on as well.
USDO06 DOWNLOAD0 All, except Downloading digital The user can download High
digital objects,
1
for content objects
provided there are no
only
IPR restrictions.
available
for RU /
group
members
USDO07 DOWNLOAD0 All, except Choosing file format The user can select the Medium
file format he wants to
2
for content for downloading
save the digital object
only
in
available
for RU
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Information on
uploaded content

YES

programmable
notifications

Sec. 10

Object upload USDO

YES

programmable
notifications

Sec. 10

Recommenda USDO
tions

YES

from play
windows,
download
buttons

Sec. 4

Object
download

USDO

YES

selection of few
formats, limited
or more formats
could be
provided,
presently the
back office
creates some
video formats at
different
resolutions

Sec. 4

Object
download

USDO
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USDO08 IPR01

RU

Licensing digital
objects

The user can find
Medium YES
information on how to
license a digital object

USDO09a SHARING01

UR

Sharing a digital
object

YES

USDO09b SHARING02

UR

USDO09c SHARING03

UR

USDO09d SHARING04

UR

USDO09e SHARING05

UR

USDO10 UPLOAD12

All
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The user can share a
Medium
digital object from the
ECLAP portal with
others.
Sharing a digital
The user can decide to Medium
object
post a digital object to
other social media
platforms
Medium
Sharing a digital
The user can share
object
links to objects to other
social media platforms,
social icons
Medium
Sharing a digital
The user can share
object
links to objects via
email, recommand
objects/content via
email
Sharing a digital
The user can copy and Medium
object
past HTML code to
embed ECLAP player
into other web pages
Viewing unique URL The user can view the High
unique URL that is
generated for each

only for user
group managers
via IPR wizard.
Regular
registered user
may upload
content with
simplified IPR
control and
terms of use
this is not clear

Sec. 29

IPR wizard

USDO

Sec. 10
Content
(Recommendat sharing
ions)

USDO

Content
sharing

USDO

NO

it was requested
to do not allow

YES

via social icons

Sec. 4
(ACTIONS
block)

Content
sharing

USDO

YES

via notifications
and
recommendation
s

Sec. 10
Content
(Recommendat sharing
ions)

USDO

NO

it was requested
to do not allow

Content
sharing

USDO

YES

Sec. 4
Object upload UP
(METADATA
Block)
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USDO13 DOWNLOAD0 All / RU
4

USDO14 UPLOAD06

RU

USDO15 UPLOAD07

RU

USDO16 UPLOAD08

RU

USDO18 MD10

All
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digital object page in
the address bar of his
browser
Download options – 2 When a user clicks on Low
the ‘download’ button,
he can then choose
from the various file
formats the digital
object is available in
Uploading –
When uploading digital Low
mandatory metadata objects, the mandatory
fields
metadata fields (title,
description, creator,
rights) should be
shown above the
optional fields

(y)

tbd

Uploading – metadata When uploading, the Medium YES
field explanations
user can see a
descriptive explanation
of what each metadata
fields entails and an
example of the
preferred method of
entering the metadata
Uploading –
The user can add terms High
YES
taxonomy
from the ECLAP
taxonomy as tags when
uploading a digital
object.
Exporting references The user can export the Medium tbd
metadata of a content

not planned yet, Y
since the objects
can be
dowloaded in
their different
formats directy
not planned yet, Y
since the
metadata are
presented listed
in the standard
order that does
not change. A
reorder could be
possible but not
mandatory
available since Y
the beginning

Y
the add of
taxnomy terms is
already there
sicne the
beginning
not planned yet Y

Sec. 4
(ACTIONS
block)

Object
download

USDO,
SHEV,
RKEY

Object upload USDO,
SHEV,
RKEY

Sec. 14

Object upload USDO,
SHEV

Object upload USDO,
SHEV

Metadata

USDO,
SHEV
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USDO19 OPENDATA02 All

USDO20 OPENDATA03 All
USDO21 OPENDATA04 All

USDO26 PLAYLIST09 RU

USDO29 VIEW11

All
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item as a bibliographic
reference (e.g. to a tool
like Zotero)
Open data – formats The data in the ECLAP Medium
API can be accessed
and downloaded in
various formats (e.g.
RSS2.0, Atom, JSON,
XML)
Open data –
The user can access the Medium
documentation
ECLAP API
documentation
Medium
Open data – fuzzy
The user can get the
search
Open Data in the
possible formats as a
results of search
ECLAP (fuzzy or
advanced or faceted or
taxonomical browse)
Medium
Playlists – adding
The user can add a
digital objects to
digital object to a
playlists 1
playlist by clicking on
the option “Add to
playlist”, after which
he sees a menu of the
existing playlists and
the option ‘Create new
playlist’.
Medium
Viewing PDF
The user can view a
documents
PDF document in the
portal without
automatically
downloading it when
the content page is

tbd

not planned yet Y

Open Data

USDO,
RKEY

tbd

not planned yet Y

Open Data

USDO

tbd

not planned yet Y

Open Data

USDO,
LOD

YES

Play list. During Y
production the
user can add an
item to a play list

Playlist

USDO,
LOD

YES

the user have too Y
instal the plug
in. Many users
have the same
problem in all
portal providing

Viewing
content

USDO,
THEO

Sec. 8
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USDO30 UPDATE01

CP

Object update

VDO01

VIEW10

VDO02

VIEW12

RU or All Related objects
depending
on the
accessibility
of the
digital
object
All
Thumbnails

VDO04

TAG02

All

VDO05

VIEW14

All
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PDF !!!!

Update digital object High
uploaded, via the web
page.

YES

The user can see a list High
of digital objects
related to the one he is
viewing or listening to.

YES

High
The user can see a
YES
thumbnail preview of
digital objects (for
instance in the list of
search results, the
overview most recently
posted content, the
overview of most
viewed content, list of
related objects, etc.)
Viewing tags
The user can see the
High
YES
tags users have added
to the digital object
Viewing folksonomy The user can see a
Medium YES
representation of the
ECLAP folksonomy

This is a way to
change a digital
object (for
instance if the
file is corrupted)
Similar Content

Sec. 17

Sec. 4 (Content Viewing
Block)
content

VDO

AXCP for
production and
portal query for
showing them

Sec. 5

Viewing
content

USDO

folksonomy

Sec. 4 (The
ACTIONS
block)
Sec. 4 (The
ACTIONS
block)

Tag

VDO,
EPVE

Viewing
content

VDO,
EPVE

folksonomy,
VD04 and VD05
has to be
provided
together, the yes
refer to the usage

Object update USDO
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VDO06

VIEW15

VDO07

GROUP03

VDO08

GROUP04

VDO09

GROUP05

VDO09a IPR02
VDO09b IPR03

VDO10

VE01

All, RU and Viewing favourites of The user can view the Low
other users
favourite lists of other
group
users.
members in
some cases
All
Viewing group list
The user can view the High
list of the various
ECLAP groups, list of
group objects and of
group users.
All
Viewing a public
The user can view the High
group page
public page of a group.
High
RU
Viewing restricted
The user can view
group content
content which is
restricted to a group
when he has been
accepted by the group
administrator as a
group member.
All
Previewing ECLAP the user can see the list Low
content with pending of objects with pending
IPR issues
IPR
All
Previewing ECLAP the user can define the Low
content with pending IPR and restrictions on
IPR issues
each single content
item
All
Viewing Virtual
The user should be able Medium
Exhibitions
to see a Virtual
Exhibition without
registering
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YES

of the keyword
cloud as a
mechanism for
showing the
folksonomies
via user profile

Sec. 7

Viewing
content

VDO,
EPVE

YES

via user profile

Sec. 7

Group and
channels

VDO,
EPVE

YES

List of groups

Sec. 5

YES

from group page,
the multiple
lables on left
have to be
removed

Sec. 6

Group and
channels
Group and
channels

VDO,
EPVE
VDO,
EPVE

YES

with IPR wizard

Sec. 29

IPR wizard

VDO,
EPVE

YES

with IPR wizard

Sec. 29

IPR wizard

VDO,
EPVE

tbd

see collection,
playlists and
courses. Not
planned

Y

Sec. 8
Virtual
(playlist), Sec. Exhibition
9 (collection)
and Sec. 37 (e-

VDO
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learning)

VDO11

VIEW03

All

VDO12

VE02

All

VDO13

VE03

All

VDO14

VE04

All

VDO16

VE06

All
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Adjusting volume in The user can adjust the Low
media player
volume of video and
audio content with the
volume control bar in
the ECLAP media
player
Browsing an
The user can browse Medium
exhibition: 1
through a virtual
exhibition per ECLAP
partner that contributed
to the exhibition
Browsing an
The user can browse Medium
exhibition: 2
through a virtual
exhibition per
taxonomy term added
to each of the digital
objects that is part of
the exhibition
Browsing an
The user can see all the Medium
exhibition: 3
objects in a virtual
exhibition on a single
page as thumbnails

Overview bar

tbd

not planned

Y

Viewing
content

VDO

tbd

very complex

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO

tbd

very complex

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO

tbd

If there are many Y
objects in the
exhibition they
can be
distributed over
multiple pages.
Not planned yet
see collection
Y
and playlist

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO

Sec. 8 (playlist) Virtual
and Sec. 9
Exhibition
(collection)

VDO

From the unique page Medium (y)
of a digital object that
is part of the virtual
exhibition, the user can
also see other digital
objects that are part of
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the exhibition.
VDO18

VE08

VDO19

VE09

VDO20

VE10

VDO21

VE11

VDO22

VE12

VDO23

VE13

All

The user can watch
digital objects in a
virtual exhibition as a
slideshow, only for the
objects that have an
executable semantic,
see playlists
CP
Create virtual
The user can choose
exhibition
the 'Create virtual
exhibition' option in
their profile
CP
Adding co-creators to The user that has
virtual exhibition
created a virtual
exhibition can invite
other ECLAP content
partners to co-edit the
virtual exhibition
CP (only
Previewing virtual
Only users that have
(co)editors) exhibitions
editing rights for the
virtual exhibition can
see the virtual
exhibition before it is
published to the portal
CP (only
Access to all virtual The users responsible
(co)editors) exhibition working for the virtual
spaces
exhibition have access
to the exhibition
working spaces of all
partners
CP (only
Virtual Exhibition
A separate virtual
(co)editors) working space per
exhibition working
content partner
space is available for
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Virtual Exhibition
slide show

Low

(y)

Medium (y)

Medium tbd

see collection,
playlists and
courses. Not
planned
very complex

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
SHEP,
LUVE

Medium tbd

see collection,
playlists and
courses. Not
planned

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
RKEY

Medium tbd

see collection,
playlists and
courses. Not
planned

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
LUVE

tbd

see collection,
playlists and
courses. Not

Y

Sec. 8
Virtual
(playlist), Sec. Exhibition
9 (collection)

VDO,
LUVE

Low
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VDO24

VE14

CP (only
Adding metadata
(co)editors)

VDO25

VE15

CP (only
Adding digital
(co)editors) objects

VDO26

VE16

CP (only
Editing the order
(co)editors)

VDO27

VE17

VDO28

VE18

VDO30

VIEW13

each content partner
that participates in
creating the virtual
exhibition
The user can add the Medium tbd
same metadata to a
virtual exhibition that
can be added to a
digital object
Medium (y)
The user can add
digital objects to a
virtual exhibition from
previously created
collections

The user can edit the Medium
order in which the
digital objects appear
in the virtual exhibition
Medium
CP (only
Adding digital object The user can add a
(co)editors) descriptions
special description to
each digital object that
is part of the virtual
exhibition
CP (only
Adding general
The user can add a
Medium
(co)editors) descriptions
description to the
overview page of the
virtual exhibition
All
Viewing references The user can see the
Medium
references which have
been added to a digital
object.
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tbd

tbd

tbd

YES

planned

see collection,
playlists and
courses. Not
planned

and Sec. 37 (elearning)
Y

Y
now it is
possible to create
courses on the
basis of
collections and
including both
playlists and
collections
see collection, Y
playlists and
courses. Not
planned
see collection, Y
playlists and
courses. Not
planned
see collection, Y
playlists and
courses. Not
planned
we can add
comments, not
references in this
version

Sec. 37

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
LUVE

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
LUVE

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
LUVE

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
EPVE

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
LUVE

Sec. 4 (Votes Viewing
and comments) content

VDO,
EPVE
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VDO31

VE23

CP (only
Publishing a virtual
(co)editors) exhibition

n/a

GPS01

RU

Show content on a
map

n/a

GPS02

RU

GPS notifications

n/a

GROUP21

GAdmin

Group statistics

n/a

QR01

RU

Access to a content
via QR code

ECLAP project – PUBLIC DELIVERABLE

The user can make a Medium
virtual exhibition
publicly accessible for
ECLAP portal users by
publishing it.
Medium
Content containing
longitude and latitude
information in its
metadata is located in
map when the content
is viewed by the user.
If the user is using the Medium
Content Organizer
application for mobile
devices, and the GPS
has been activated, the
user will receive
automatic notifications
about content with
GPS information close
to its position.
The group coordinator Medium
can access statistics
related to his group(s).
The user can capture Medium
the QR code of an
object by using the
Content Organizer for
mobiles or any other
QR reader to be
redirected to the
corresponding content
published on the portal.

YES

see collection,
playlists and
courses. Not
planned

Y

Virtual
Exhibition

VDO,
EPVE

YES

Y

Sec. 4
GPS
(METADATA
block)

VDO,
EPVE

YES

Y

Sec. 4
GPS
(METADATA
block)

VDO,
SHEV

YES

Y

Sec. 26

n/a

YES

Y

Sec. 4
QR code
(METADATA
block)

Group and
channels

n/a
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n/a

QR02

RU

Automatic generation When a digital object is Medium YES
of QR code
published on the portal,
the system has to
generate and publish
the corresponding QR
code and to publish it
in the METADATA
block

Y

Sec. 4
QR code
(METADATA
block)

n/a

The overview of the priority ranking of the requirements looks as follows:
Low
33
Medium
64
High
116
TOTAL
213
Table 6: Priority ranking of requirements

From this overview, it becomes clear that by far the most requirements in the project have a high priority (116). Many of these have however already fully (95) and partly (9)
been implemented during the first period of portal development. In total, the division of the implementation status of the requirements looks as follows:
YES
(y)
tbd
NO
TOTAL

159
17
35
2
213

Table 7: Implementation status of requirements

The vast majority of requirements (159, 75%) have been implemented and 17 more have partially been implemented ((y), 17, 8%). Two requirements related to embedding and
sharing digital objects will not be implemented, since the partners have indicated that this was not possible due to IPR isses. 35 requirements have not yet been implemented, if
it is feasible to do so is to be determined (tbd) for each requirements, based on their priority ranking and the time it will cost to technically implement them. The implementation
of most of the non-functional requirements (NFR01-NFR14) has yet to be determined within the scope of WP6.
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6.2

Requirements for disabled and less able users

It is important that the ECLAP portal is also accessible for physically impaired users. To this end, a section
on accessibility support has been implemented in DE3.4.1 Infrastructure Integration with Europeana and
Multilingual Support. In order to ensure the accessibility of the ECLAP portal for these users, this section
considers the recommendations described in the “Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0” document
(Caldwell et al. 2008), which is a World Wide Web Consortium28 (W3C) recommendation. Because this
section is already described in detail in DE3.4.1, it is not repeated in this deliverable. The developers of the
ECLAP portal will take the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines recommendations into account for the
upcoming work on the portal’s improvement.

6.3

Content and metadata requirements

In order to define content and metadata requirements we took into account:








The following bibliography on performing arts: Brockett, 1987; D’Amico, 1968; Marotti, 1968;
Marotti, 1991; Marranca, 2006; Nicoll, 1971; Pontremoli, 2008; Schechner, 2002; Tinti 1983,
Valentini 1987, Kennedy 2003, Kennedy, 2010.
The following bibliography on classification; Gnoli and Rosati, 2006; Sheehy, 1994.
The range of material that partners can currently provide to ECLAP (see De4.2.1 Content survey
results)
The results from the surveys.
The input from consortium experts and external experts.
The case studies.
Input from the ECLAP partners provided via e-mail and during the plenary meeting and through the
Content Board mailing list

Due to the great variety of digital object types and documents types, performing arts genre and disciplines,
geographical provenance and historical period, it is not an easy task to create a taxonomy which should fulfil
two major requirements: to be precise enough to describe content in a specific way but simple enough to
allow the user to intuitively and easily browse through the different classes. It was therefore decided that the
best solution to reach both objectives was to adopt a faceted classification while keeping a hierarchical
organization within some of the facets. This strategy will allow the user to perform faceted browsing at
different levels of granularity and content partners to define their content in a very specific way through the
combination of the different facets.
From an analysis of the surveys and the usability tests results, clear user requirements connected to browsing
content emerged. On average, users are satisfied with the ways of browsing through the content which are
already available), however they would find it useful if content could be clustered in a significant way. To
this end a classification of ECLAP content was further discussed by the ECLAP Content Board, lead by
UNIROMA, which resulted in a recommendation to cluster content on the portal as follows:
Performing arts disciplines:
From the usability test it emerged that users want to be able to quickly detect when landing on the home page
what types of content can be found on the website, since this is now not immediately clear.
The survey results showed that the majority of users is interested in the following disciplines: music, theatre,
performance art and dance. Other disciplines users said to be interested in are: circus, opera, magic,
puppetry, and spoken word performances. Although it was not listed among the options of performing arts
types, respondents where presented with, cinema was also mentioned by users in their comments as a source
of interest.
28

http://www.w3.org/
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These results indicate that ECLAP content - as it covers all the abovementioned areas - has a strong potential
interest for users, but that because of its great variety it needs to be clustered and contextualised properly in
order to allow users to get a clear overview of the discipline coverage at first glance.
Content types:
Users prefer to be able to explore different kinds of content choosing among a variety of content types
(audio, video, text, images). The usability testers specifically stated they are most interested in performing
arts video content, since this is often hard to find online.
Performing arts periods:
While some users (20%) stated that they are interested in all periods, the majority indicated a specific
preferred time period, with 38% of users mostly interested in contemporary content. ECLAP content fulfils
this requirement as it ranges from very ancient artefacts to contemporary ones with a major concentration of
this second category of items. In order to enable users to search content by century or decades, a specific
facet was designed, while a Historical Period metadata field provides a more specific contextualization of the
item within the story of its country of origin.
Geographical locations:
The survey results clearly show that the majority of the respondents is interested in content from all over the
world and that most of them would like to be able to search for content at a local, national, transnational and
European level. Users from the Education & Research field are those more interested in exploring a range of
content with a global geographical coverage.
Virtual exhibitions:
As users declared they would like to be further guided in their search in order to find the most significant
content by getting access to content that is clustered in commons themes. To this end, ECLAP will develop
virtual exhibitions with exemplary and high-quality content, which function as transnational monographs
that highlight the similarities and differences between performing arts from various European countries.
Providers:
Participants of the usability tests indicated that the presence of the respective content partners should be
clearly communicated, as this would ensure the quality and trustworthiness of the collections at a first sight.
Moreover, users perceive the ECLAP website as reliable and the content providers as trustworthy
institutions. In order to highlight these aspects - that might attract other users - and at the same time to allow
users to be able to browse by institution getting an idea of what kind of items each country holds, a
corresponding facet has been designed.
Rights:
From the general observation of the usability test it is clear that users need to easily see the IPR status of the
items in order to choose content based on its access and re-use possibilities. A specific facet will provide
them with this option.
The specification of the terms in these facets can be found on the ECLAP portal.
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7

Conclusions and future work

A lot of the existing use cases and requirements have been implemented in the first year of the project. Still,
it is clear from the results of the surveys, usability tests, expert interviews and desk research that users are
also intersted in more specific requirements. The main outcomes are that users want contextualised and
clustered content, which can be realised by offering virtual exhitibions and by improving the current faceted
search. Especially for educational users, being able to use plugins, tools and data from external sources in
ECLAP is a desired feature, such as exporting content in ECLAP als a bibliographic reference via tools as
Zotero. Conversly developers and educational users would like to be able to re-use the rich ECLAP data via
an API. Finally, the portal’s multilingual texts should be improved according to users, especially the
automatically translated texts.
Not all cases and requirements described in this deliverable will be fulfilled, since the remaining
development time is not endless. Decisions on which features will be implemented are based on:
- the relevance of the feature with respect to the satisfactory of the ECLAP project goals;
- the features that are most requested as a result of the user studies;
- the current user behavior analysis and statistics of the portal as performed in WP6;
- the complexity of the features;
- the impact of the feature on the sustainability of the portal.
For instance, some requirements indicated by users like implementing an open API and linking outside
sources to ECLAP are technically complex to realise and of interest to a relatively small user base. Other
requirements already exist, but are not yet used on a large scale, such the option to create playlists, courses
and collections. This relates to another important point: this deliverable deals with requirements and is not
supposed to report in-depth on usability and other non-functional requirements. However, considering the
first evaluation results of the portal in which users clearly indicate that these are crucial issues. In 2012, more
user studies will be done to assess, optimize and validate the new version of the portal, based on this
requirements deliverable within the scope of Work Package 6. Although the focus of this deliverable lies on
gathering requirements, not on evaluating the current state of the portal, some work has already been done to
provide input for the WP6 activities. The most salient recommendation coming from this work is that the
usability and look and feel of the portal still needs to be improved, and that a solid interaction design and
interface redesign is needed. ‘Attractive look and feel’, ‘keep it simple’, ‘intuitive’ and ‘clean’ are the key
recommendations by the current users of the portal, and the basic elements they see are vital attracting a
broad and enthusiastic user base. This would be grounded on the user behaviour analysis performed in the
WP6 with data analysis and questionnaires.
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9
9.1

Glossary
Controlled vocabulary

The list of fixed key terms that is used to fill out the various metadata elements in ECLAP, such as Subject
and Genre. The key terms from the controlled vocabulary that are added to digital objects are indexed and
made available for the retrieval of digital objects.

9.2

Digital objects

A digital object consists of three elements:
 Digital object type. For major digital object types are distinguished that contain a data stream: video,
image, text, sound.
 Content. Content relates generically to the range of material made available via ECLAP. More
specifically, content refers to the information contained in the digital object type itself, or in other
words, the contents of the data stream in the digital object that people can watch, see, listen to, and
read.
 Metadata. The metadata that users need to find digital objects, such as controlled vocabulary terms
and content descriptions.

9.3

Embedding

Adding a HTML embed code of a digital object on ECLAP to another website, in order to display it there,
while it is still hosted on ECLAP.

9.4

Faceted classification

Classification technique based on the faceted analysis of content and on its representation through the
combination of the different facets. Facets must be mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive.

9.5

Faceted search

The clustering of digital objects into categories selected by users. The so-called facets are based on the
metadata schema used by a website, for instance digital object types (video, audio, text, images), person
names, and location. Faceted search is sometimes also called faceted browsing, since facets can be used just
to browse, and in combination with keyword searches.

9.6

Folksonomy

A set of categories that are the result of the tags that are added to digital objects by users. A folksonomy
emerges through collective tagging efforts. Every time a user adds a tag, it is stored in the database, indexed,
and added to the folksonomy.

9.7

Free text search term

The word or words entered used by an ECLAP user when he performs a search query.
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9.8

Functional requirements

Technical ‘translation’ of user requirements. Functional requirements are not written from the point of view
of the user, but capture what the system should.

9.9

Key term

A fixed element in the controlled vocabulary that can be used to fill out the various metadata elements in
ECLAP, such as Subject and Genre.

9.10 Keyword cloud
A visualisation of the key terms that have been added to digital objects in ECLAP by content partners.
Typically, the more times a key term has been added, the larger this key term is visualised within the
keyword cloud in order to indicate its popularity.

9.11 Metadata schema
A standard set of meta tags (or metadata elements, metadata fields, for example the Dublin Core Metadata
Element Set.

9.12 Non-functional requirements
A non-functional requirement is a statement of how a system must behave. It is a constraint upon the systems
behavior and described the qualities of a system (such as usability, performance, maintainability).

9.13 Scenario
Step-by-step overview of the actions a user can perform for a certain task within a use case. Also called
Basic Flow of Events

9.14 Query cloud
A visualisation of the free text search terms that have been used by ECLAP users in their search queries.
Typically, the more times a free text search term has been used, the larger this term is visualised within the
query cloud in order to indicate its popularity.

9.15 Tag
A free text keyword that consists of one of more words, which can be added to digital objects by all
registered ECLAP users.

9.16 Tag cloud
A visualisation of the tags that have been added to digital objects in ECLAP by users. Typically, the more
times a tag has been added, the larger this tag is visualised within the tag cloud in order to indicate its
popularity.

9.17 Target user
The users that ECLAP targets (as defined in section 4 Description of the target users, not be confused with
the user groups that will be set up in order to validate the portal.
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9.18 Taxonomy
A taxonomy is defined here a controlled vocabulary with a hierarchical structure which is used for
classifying digital objects. Taxonomy terms are typically structured in parent / child hierarchies (also known
as broader term / narrower term hierarchies).

9.19 Use case
A use case captures “who (actor) does what (interaction) with the system, for what purpose (goal), without
dealing with system internals.” (Malan & Bredemeyer 1999, p. 1-2)

9.20 User requirements
User requirements are written from the point of view of the user. They describe “any function, constraint, or
other property that must be provided to satisfy the user needs.” (Kujala, Kauppinen & Rekola, 2001).

9.21 User group
A group of experts that tests and validates the outcomes of the ECLAP project. These user groups consist of
various target users of ECLAP.

9.22 User role
The privileges a user type has on the portal. The various user roles identified are: Unregistered User,
Registered User, Content Partner, and Administrator.
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10 Annex I – Plenary meeting
On 18-19 October 2011 a plenary meeting took place that was attended by the ECLAP content partners and
the technical partners. An important part of the meeting concerned gathering and establishing input from all
partners on the user requirements. To this end, a presentation was given by WP2 leader Lotte Baltussen
(B&G) about the methodology for gathering requirements and on examples of the presentation of collections
and various requirements on other portals (EUscreen29, Europeana30, Walters Art Museum online
collection)31. The full presentation can be found on the ECLAP portal32. A discussion followed in which the
partners indicated they would very much like to have their own curatorial space on the portal on which they
can highlight their own collections, but also collaborate with other partners in creating a virtual exhibition
through which various collections are thematically linked. Furthermore, partners want it to be clearly visible
which content is from official ECLAP partners, and which is user generated content. Finally, they indicted
that the usability of the portal should be improved. They stated that this can mainly be achieved by
evaluating and rethinking the look and feel and correcting the automatic translations on the portal.
Secondly, a content board meeting was held by Irene Scaturro, Maia Borelli and emeritus professor
Ferruccio Marotti (UNIROMA). During the meeting, the methodology for the establishing the taxonomy was
discussed firstly, after which the various facets and its terms were presented. The partners gave feedback on
the facets and the terms and made suggestions for enhancing and refining the presented concept. Also, the
partners were asked to join the official content board mailing list, on which the further development of the
taxonomy and the themes for virtual exhibitions are discussed virtually.

29

http://euscreen.eu/
http://europeana.eu/portal/
31
http://art.thewalters.org/
32
http://bpnet.eclap.eu/drupal/?q=enUS/home/promoted&log=true&source=content#axoid=urn:axmedis:00000:obj:9c7cbd27-8588-4a82-b3fcfe32fc735a60&section=search_base_result&cd=2&qid=2d3629083adc38e839807c133a6856da&n=20697
30
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